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Abstract 

in recent years, with the increasing demand for high-performance portable electronic 

devices such as laptop cornputers and cellular phones, power dissipation has become a very 

important performance parameter in VLSI design. One approach to power reduction hvolves the 

use of circuit topologies different fiom the standard CMOS topology. A probiem with this 

approach is that there is a lack of design automation tools available that can take full advantage of 

these aitemate topologies. This thesis describes the design of a logic synthesis tool designed spe- 

cifically to work with a ce11 library based on pass logic multiplexers. The goal is to achieve opti- 

mized circuits realized with lower power consumption compared to those generated with a 

standard CMOS ce11 library. The ce11 library is cornposed of a combination of pass logic multi- 

plexer cells and standard CMOS cells. Al1 cells are based on the CMOSISS 0 . 5 ~  process available 

from the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

In recent years, with the increasing demand for hi&-performance portable electronic 

devices such as laptop computers and cellular phones, power dissipation has become a very 

important performance parameter in VLSI design. Some of the reasons that this is so are as fol- 

lows: 

a. Increases in battery performance have not kept Pace with the demands of portable 
systems nor with the increasing expectations of the typical end-user. Current Ni- 
Cad battery technology provides an energy density of approximately 20 Watt-houd 
pound with a voltage of around 1.2V [Be195]. For a typical notebook computer 
consuming 10W and using a 1.5 pound battery-pack, operational tirne between 
recharges is only about 3 hours. As the expected improvement in battery energy 
density is only about 40% by the hun of the cenhuy, the use of low power compo- 
nents in portable systems is critical if they are to provide performance comparable 
to desktop systems. 

b. Increases in performance levels of integrated circuits has also served to bring low 
power considerations to the forefront of VLSI design. As integration density and 
speed of operation has increased, so has power consurnption per chip. A good 
example of this trend is provided by the Intei x86 farnily of desktop processors: the 
33MHz 386DX consumes 1.95 W, while the more recent 66MHz Pentium con- 
sumes 16 W [Lat95]. That is an increase by a factor of 8 in a little over five years 
t h e .  The cost associated with packaging and cooling systems required to remove 
heat generated by these devices is increasing significantly. As well, kigh on-chip 
temperatures tend to reduce device reliability for reasons such as silicon intercon- 
nect fatigue, electromigration, junction fatigue, etc [Bro95]. Clearly, low power 
design will play a growing role in future high performance systems. 

c. Environmental concems are also a motivating force for low power design. Studies 
have shown that personal computers in the US currently account for 5% of com- 
mercial electricity consumption. This number is f~recasted to rise to 10% by the 
year 2000 [Bro95]. As well, approximately 50% of power consumption in a typi- 
cal office environment is used by PCs. Economic considerations alone provide a 
compelling argument for low power systems. 

The technology of choice for low power VLSI design has traditionally been Comple- 

mentary Metal Oxide Serniconductor (CMOS). It is well suited for low power applications in that 



traditional CMOS gates (NAND, NOR, etc) only consume significant power when transitionhg 

between logic States. Therefore, in a properly designed circuit, when there is no circuit activity. 

there will be no power consumption. Power consumption has also been reduced over the years by 

reducing minimum device feature size and supply voltage. For example, the latest low-power 

Pentium MMX processors, built with a 0 . 2 5 ~  process and using a supply voltage below 2V, run at 

233MHz and consume an average of 4W. In cornparison, the previous generation of low-power 

Pentium MMX processors, built with a 0 . 3 5 ~  process and usuig a 2.5V supply voltage. ran at a 

maximum of only 166MHz and consumed an average of 7.7W [Int97]. 

The main problem with this approach of reducing feature size andior supply voltage is 

that it cannot continue forever. There are physical limits beyond which fùrther miniaturization 

and voltage reduction will not be cost effective. Fortunately, there are other Low power design 

techniques available at each level of a design. Some examples are provided below: 

a. Device and Process Levez - reduction of supply voltage; selection of low capaci- 
tance process such as Silicon On Insulator (SOI); 

b. Logic and Circuit Level - use of device structures different fiom standard CMOS. 
such as cascode voltage switch logic (CVSL), domino logic and various forms of 
pass transistor logic; reduction of switching activity in the circuit through logic 
optirnization; utilizing custom design techniques as opposed to already developed 
library components to rninunize gate counts; 

c. Architectural Level - use of power management techniques where unused blocks 
are shut dom; reduction in the use of global busses; use of parailelism and pipelin- 

d. AZgo?Mvn Level - selection of appropriate data coding to minimize switching 
activity in the circuit; minimizing the number of distinct operations, which serves 
to minimize the number of required hardware resources; 

e. System Level- keeping the system dock low; maximizing the level of integration: 

The approach selected for this thesis is to reduce power dissipation at the circuit level 

by utilizing library cells based on pass transistor logic. Pass logic provides a very efficient way to 

implement multiplexer-based library cells. Multiplexer based architectures have proven to be effi- 

cient in applications requinng high circuit density and low power consumption [Lan95][Rik96]. 

Some of the benefits of pass logic multiplexers over multiplexers constructed with traditional 

CMOS gates include lower parasitic capacitances, lower area and lower power dissipation. Good 
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results have been obtained using pass logic multiplexers to implement vanous combinational 

logic circuits [Rik96][AUc96]. 

One of the problems with using non-standard circuit architectures is the lack of avail- 

able design automation (DA) tools that can fully exploit their advantages. Modem DA tools are 

capable of automatically generating circuits based on abstract system descriptions such as Bool- 

ean logic functions or hardware-definition languages (HDLs). This process is known as logic 

synthesis. The complexity of today's designs, coupled with the desire for the shortest possible 

tirne-to-market period, necessitates the use of these DA tools in a modem design environment. 

However, most synthesis tools available today are designed to work with "traditional" CMOS 

logic libraries, utilizing standard cells such as NANDs, NORs, etc. Although multiplexers are part 

of a traditional CMOS library, most DA tools are not designed to take full advantage of them as 

basic building blocks. One option available is to use pass logic structures to construct a traditional 

CMOS ce11 library. This library can then be used by the commercially available synthesis tools. 

The problem with this approach is that it is generally inefficient to use pass logic to construct a 

traditional CMOS ce11 library Nk961. The other option available is to create a synthesis tool 

designed specifically to work with pass logic multiplexers, which is the goal of this thesis. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a logic synthesis tool designed specifi- 

cally to work with a ce11 library based on pass logic rnultiplexers. The goal is to achieve opti- 

mized circuits realized with lower power consumption compared to those generated with a 

standard CMOS ce11 library. Input to the tool is provided as a series of Boolean logic equations in 

surn of products (SOP) form. As the first stage of the synthesis process, these equations are read in 

and converted to an intemediate technology-hiependent representation. This representation is 

based on graph theory and it is known as Reduced Ordered Binas, Decision Diagram (ROBDD). 

Based on this diagram, an optimized circuit is geoerated for the targeted technology. Specific fea- 

NeS of the tooI are as foliows: 

a. capability to handle multiple output designs; 
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b. extraction of metrics such as area, delay and power dissipation from synthesized 
designs; 

c. optimization of the design for one or a combination of metrics within delay con- 
straints; 

d. generation of a VHDL netlist representing the final circuit. 

1.3 Synopsis 

This thesis is broken d o m  into eight chapters. Chapter 2 presents some background 

information on low power design techniques and the synthesis process. Also included is a 

description of previous research in logic synthesis techniques and pass logic, along with some of 

the results obtained. 

Chapter 3 provides sorne theoretical background information on BDDs. Topics cov- 

ered include how a BDD is generated from SOP equations and the effect of variable ordering on 

the number of nodes in the BDD representation. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of the pass logic multiplexer ce11 library used by the 

synthesis tool. Results of ce11 characterization (power dissipation, delay, and area) obtained 

through simulation are also included in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 begins the description of the BDDMAP program itself. This chapter pre- 

sents a description of the rnetric extraction procedures and the data structures used in the program. 

Chapter 6 coven the algorithm of the BDDMAP program, including program initial- 

ization. optimization routines, technology mapping and generation of the final VHDL netlist. 

Chapter 7 compares results obtained using BDDMAP on various MCNC9 1 bench- 

mark circuits, with results obtained using Design Analyzer, a commercial logic synthesis tool 

from Synopsys, on the same benchrnarks. 

Chapter 8 presents conclusions drawn from this thesis, along with recornrnendations 

for fiiture research in this area. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents background information necessary for the proper understanding 

of this thesis. First, sources of power consumption in a CMOS circuit are discussed, followed by a 

description of common techniques used to reduce power consumption. Circuit level power reduc- 

tion techniques are discussed in greater detail, and an introduction to pass transistor logic is pro- 

vided. Logic synthesis utilizing multiplexers and graph-based techniques is presented as a method 

to maxirnize the advantages of pass logic with a design automation tool. Finally, the results of pre- 

vious research in logic synthesis and pass logic are discussed. 

2.2 Sources of CMOS Power Consumption 

Power dissipation in CMOS systems can be broken down into two basic categories: 

static power dissipation and dynamic power dissipation. Static power dissipation occurs when the 

circuit is in a steady state, and is generally negligible when compared to dynamic power dissipa- 

tion [Bro95]. Dynamic power dissipation occurs while the circuit is changing states (e.g. when the 

output of a logic gate is transitioning from O to 1 or vice-versa). Both will be descnbed briefly in 

the following sections. 

2.2.1 Static Power Dissipation 

One source of static power dissipation in CMOS structures is parasitic diode leakage 

cun-ent. This occurs when a transistor is m e d  off and another active transistor charges or dis- 

charges the drain with respect to the former's buk potential. For example, consider an inverter 

with a high input voltage, in which the NMOS transistor is tumed on and the output voltage is 

driven low as shown in Figure 2- 1. The PMOS transistor, shown expanded on the right side of the 
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figure, will be tumed off, but its drain-to-bulk voltage will be equai to -Vdd since the output volt- 

age is at OV and the bulk for the PMOS is at Vdd. 

FIGURE 2-1. Reverse bias diode Ieakage currents 

This will result in a reverse-bias Ieakage current that wil1 flow with no circuit activity. While this 

current is typically on the order of nano-amps (Le. negligible), it is highly dependent on tempera- 

mre and may become more significant at higher system operating temperatures [Be195]. 

Another component of static power dissipation is sub-threshold leakage current. Ide- 

aily, no cument flows through a CMOS transistor when it is "off7. However, in the real world, if 

there is a potential difference between the source and the drain, a small current (leakage current) 

still flows through the transistor when it is b L ~ f f 7 .  The factor most affecting this current is the 

threshold voltage of the device, V,. For values of V, (0.6V to 1 .OV), this current is essentially 

negligible. However, in devices with lower V,, sub-threshold Ieakage current becomes more sig- 

nificant and must be taken into consideration Pe1951. 

One other situation which could contribute to static power consumption is when 

CMOS gates are fed by reduced voltage levels. For example, Figure 2-2 shows an NMOS pass 

transistor driving a CMOS inverter. Assume that V,, the threshold voltage for zero substrate 

bias, is approximately the sarne for the NMOS and PMOS transistors. Also assume that the 

NMOS transistor substrate is comected to Vss and that the PMOS transistor substrate is con- 

nected to Vdd. With Vdd applied to both the gate and the drain of the NMOS pass transistor, node 

B will rise to Vdd-Vtn. Vtn will be greater than Vto because of the potential difference between the 

source terminal of the pass transistor and the substrate. In steady state, this input will cause the 
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inverter output to be forced low by turning off the PMOS transistor and tuming on the NMOS 

transistor. However, in this configuration the PMOS device will still be on, since the reduced 

voltage at node B results in IVg,I = IVmI > lVtol for the PMOS device. Therefore, current will be 

conducted directly from the supply to the ground as long as a logic 1 is present on the input of the 

pass transistor. This could consume significant power if the cucuit is idle rnost of the t h e ,  and in 

this case, sorne sort of level-restoring device (e.g. a pull-up PMOS transistor) must be htroduced 

to node B to ensure logic 1's have a full value of Vdd. 

Vdd '7 Vdd 

Vdd 

FIGUFW 2-2. Reduced voltage Ievel feeding CMOS gate 

2.2.2 Dynamic Power Dissipation 

There are two components that make up dynamic power dissipation. One is short-cir- 

cuit power dissipation, caused by PMOS and NMOS transistors in a gate being ON at the saine 

time dunng a circuit transition, and the other is the power dissipation resulting from charging and 

discharging load capacitances and parasitic capacitances in the circuit. The shon circuit compo- 

nent will be discussed first. 

Short-circuit power dissipation occurs in a CMOS circuit during input signal transi- 

tions. If a basic CMOS inverter, shown in Figure 2-3, is considered, both the PMOS and NMOS 

transistor will be ON dunng an input transition when the input (gate) voltage is between V,, and 

Vdd-IVtpl . This will create a temporary short circuit between Vdd and ground, resulting in the fiow 

of current I,, and power consumption. With careful design of transition edges and by keeping rise 
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and fa11 times of al1 signals in a design within a fixed range, this component of power consump- 

tion can be kept to 10- 15% of the total [Lat95]. 

Input signal 7 Vdd 

FIGURE 2-3. Short-circuit power dissipation 

The dominant component of dynarnic power dissipation, accounting for up to 90% of 

total power in CMOS circuits, is the result of charging and discharging parasitic capacitances in 

the circuit. This is shown in Figure 2 4 ,  where the parasitic capacitances are lumped at the output 

of the CMOS circuit in the capacitor, C. Consider the behaviour of the circuit over one full cycle 

of operation with the input voltage going from Vdd to ground and back to Vdd again. As the input 

switches From high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut off and PMOS pull-up network is 

activated charging load capacitance C up to Vdd. This charging process draws an energy equal to 

CV,' from the power supply. Half of this is dissipated immediately in the PMOS network, while 

the other half is stored on the load capacitance. Then, when the input returns to Vdd, the process 

is reversed and the capacitance is discharged, its energy being dissipated in the NMOS network. 
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In summary, every time a capacitive node switches one full cycle, an energy of CV,' is con- 

sumed. 

l- "" 

FIGURE 2-4. Power dissipation due to parasitic capacitance chargingldischarging 

CMOS power consumption therefore depends on the switching activity of the signals 

involved. In this context, activity, a, is defined as the expected nurnber of zero-to-one transitions 

per data cycle. If this is coupled with the average data-rate,f; which may be the clock fiequency 

in a synchronous system, then the effective fiequency of nodal charging is given by the product of 

the activity and the data rate, af. This leads to the following formulation for average CMOS 

power consumption due to capaci tor charge/discharge: 
'I 

This illustrates that the dynamic power is proportional to switching activity, capacitive 

loading, and the square of the supply voltage. As this is the dominant component of power dissi- 

pation in a CMOS system, optimizing for power invariably involves an attempt to reduce one or 

more of these factors. Power reduction techniques will be discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.2.1 Low Power Design Degrees of Freedom 

From the previous section, it is clear that there are three degrees of fkeedom inherent in 

the Iow-power design space: voltage, physical capacitance and activity. Unfortunately, these 

parameters are not completely orthogonal and cannot be optirnized independently. Each will be 

bnefly introduced in the following paragraphs. 
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2.2.2.2 Supply Voltage 

As a result of its quadratic relationship to power, voltage reduction offen the most 

direct and dramatic means of minimizing energy consumption. Without requiruig any special cir- 

cuits or technologies, a factor of two in the reduction of the supply voltage yields a decrease by a 

factor of four in power dissipation. As well, this power reduction is a global effect experienced 

throughout the entire design rather than just in a specific area. However, the cost of this power 

reduction is reduced noise margins and reduced system speed. in general, for Vdd » V,, circuit 

delays increase linearly with decreasing voltage. There are design techniques available to work 

around this, such as pipelining and parallelism. This works well until Vdd approaches V,, at which 

point the delay penalties become unmanageable. This tends to limit the advantageous range of 

voltage supplies to a minimum of about ZV,. 

2.2.2.3 Physical Capacitance 

The physical capacitance in CMOS circuits stems fiom two prùiiary sources: devices 

and interconnect. For past technologies, device capacitances dominated over interconnect para- 

sitics. As technologies continue to scale down in 1997, this no longer holds true and the contribu- 

tion of interconnect to the overall physical capacitance must be considered. In simplified terms. 

capacitances can be kept at a minimum by using small devices and short wires. However, as with 

voltage, capacitance cannot be optirnized independently. For example, reducing device sizes 

reduces physical capacitance, but it also Iowers the curent drive of the transistors. making the cir- 

cuit operate more slowly. This loss in performance might prevent the l o w e ~ g  of Vdd as much as 

rnight othenvise be possible, in order to meet system performance constraints. Thus. a quadratic 

reduction in power consumption (voltage) would be sacrificed for a linear reduction (capaci- 

tance). 

Another option to reduce physical capacitance is to use altemate circuit topologies that 

have inherently lower input capacitances. An example of this is the pass logic topology, which 

will be explained in greater detail later in this chapter. 
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2.2.2.4 Switching Activity 

As was mentioned previously, there are two components to switching activity. The 

first is the data rate,f; which reflects how often on average new data arrives at each node. This 

data might or might not be different fiom the previous data value. In general, the data ratefcorre- 

sponds to the clock fiequency in a synchronous system. 

The second component of activity is the data activity, a. This factor corresponds to 

the expected number of energy consuming transitions that are triggered by the arriva1 of each new 

piece of data. So, while f determines the average periodicity of data arrivals, a determines how 

many transitions each amval causes. For circuits that do not experience glitching, a can be inter- 

preted as the probability that an energy consuming transition occurs during a single data period. 

Accurately evaluating a is a non-trivial task as it requires a knowledge of both the design and the 

statistics of the signals that will be applied to it. This is one of the reasons that power analysis is 

ofien deferred to the latest stages of the design process or is only obtained fiom rneasurements on 

the finished parts. 

For certain Iogic styles, glitching c m  introduce an extra source of signal activity and. 

therefore deserves some attention. Glitching refers to spurious and unwanted transitions that 

occur before a node settles down to its final steady-state value. Glitching often arises when parhs 

with unbalanced propagation delays converge at the sarne point in the circuit. Since glitching 

causes a node to rnake several power consuming transitions instead of one, it should be avoided 

whenever possible. 

There are a number of ways in which switching activity may be reduced as a means of 

saving power in a system. For example, certain data representations such as sign magnitude have 

an inherently lower activity than two's-cornpiement [BeIgS]. However, since sign-magnitude 

arithmetic is more complex than two's-complement, there is a price to be paid for the reduced 

activity in ternis of higher physical capacitance (Le. more gates) and greater area. This is yet 

another indication that low power design is truly a joint optimization problem, and optirnization 

of activity cannot be undertaken without considering the effects on parasitic capacitance. 



2.3 Comrnon Power Reduction Approaches 

It is worthwhile to note that the majority of power reduction methods follow a srnall 

number of cornmon themes. The three principle themes are trading area.performance for power. 

avoiding waste, and exploiting locality. 

Without a doubt, the most important theme is trading aredperformance for power. As 

discussed previously, power c m  be reduced by decreasing the system supply voltage and allowing 

performance of the system to degrade. This is an example of trading performance for power. If 

one is not able to sacrifice performance, techniques such as parallel processing and pipelining are 

available to maintain performance at a lower voltage. However, since many of these techniques 

incur an area penalty, this c m  be thought of as trading area for power. 

Another recurring Iow-power theme involves avoiding waste. For example. clocking 

circuit modules when they are idle is a waste of power. Glitching is another good example of 

wasted power and can be avoided by path balancing and appropriate choice of logic family. Other 

strategies for avoiding waste include using dedicated rather than programmable hardware. and 

reducing control overhead by using regular algorithm and architectures. 

A third recurring low-power theme is exploiting Iocality. Global operations inherently 

consume a lot of power. Data must be transferred from one part of the chip to another at the 

expense of switching a large bus capacitance. Furthemore, the same data might need to be stored 

in many parts of the chip, wasting still more power. In contrat, a design partitioned to exploit 

locality of reference can minimize the arnount of expensive global communications in favour of 

less costly local intercomect networks. 

2.4 Circuit Level Power Reduction 

As stated in the previous chapter, this thesis is concemed with power reduction at the 

circuit level of a design. There are a number of techniques available to minimize power dissipa- 

tion at this level of a design, including: 
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a. reduction of switching nctiviy - As discussed earlier in this chapter. the majority of 
power consurned in a CMOS circuit is a result of changing logic levels. Therefore. 
by reducing switching activity in the circuit, power dissipation will also be 
reduced. S witching activity may be reduced by applying various logic optimization 
techniques to a design [Be195]. As well, it may be reduced by reducing glitching in 
a design. Glitches are spurious transitions that occur when input nodes converging 
to a cornmon output node have paths with uneven propagation delays. These une- 
ven paths may cause the output node to have more than one transition per clock 
period, thereby increasing the switching activity for that node. Various methods 
have been proposed to reduce glitching, including balancing propagation delays 
with the use of delay elements and the use of self-timed gates Fat951. 

b. utilizing nrstom design techniques - Instead of using aiready developed library 
compooents, more of a full custom design approach may be used. With this 
method, gate counts can be minimized, and therefore power dissipation will be 
reduced. However, the trade-off is increased cost for a given design and increased 
tirne to market. 

c. use oj'low parasitic capacitance snuctues - By reducing capacitance in a given 
circuit, the overall power dissipation of the circuit will be reduced as shown in 
equation (2.1). Some examples of low capacitance structures include cascode volt- 
age switch logic (CVSL) and various foms of pass transistor Iogic. 

Pass-transistor logic (hereafter referred to as pass logic) is a circuit Ievei design alter- 

native that can offer improvements in speed, area and power compared to conventional CMOS 

circuits. The basic premise involves applying a set of control signals to the gates of a set of MOS 

transistors (may be NMOS transistors or a combination of PMOS and NMOS, depending on the 

type of pass logic implementation selected). Another set of signals, referred to as pass sipals. are 

applied to the diffusion temllnals of the transistors. 

Control SignaIs 
Cl  C2 

Pass I I output 

FIGURE 2-5. Basic pass transistor logic 

A simple pass logic ce11 is s h o w  in Figure 2-5. When C 1 is asserted, transistor Tl is 

switched on and signal P 1 is passed to the output. When C2 is asserted, transistor T2 is switched 
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on and signal P2 is passed to the output. If a simple inverter is included in the circuit, such that 

control signal C2 is the inverse of C 1, this circuit can then be used to implement a number of dif- 

ferent logic functions. Figure 2-6 shows some configurations of a two-input pass logic celi irnple- 

menting various logic functions (dots on lines represent NMOS pass transistors). 

AND 

XOR 2-to-1 MUX 

FIGURE 2-6. Sample pass logic functions 

A problem with using NMOS-only pass logic is that the pass signals are degraded as 

they propagate through the NMOS network. As discussed earlier in this chapter, an NMOS pass 

transistor will degrade the full swing signal by Vm, the threshold voltage of the NMOS transistor. 

There are a number of methods available to restore the degraded pass signals [Be195][Lat95]. A 

cornmon method is to use a CMOS inverter as a buffer on the output of pass logic gates. However. 

the degraded logic ' 1 ' passed by the NMOS network will result in the inverter being weakly on 

whenever there is a ' 1 ' on the input. This will resuit in increased static power dissipation in the 

circuit. To remedy this problem, a small PMOS pull-up transistor is added to the inverter, as 



shown in Figure 2-7. This pull-up transistor will restore a logic ' 1 ' to Vdd, thereby eliminating the 

increased static power dissipation. 

Output 

FIGURE 2-7. NMOS pass logic network with buffer inverter and PMOS pull-up 

2.5 Logic Synthesis 

Logic synthesis is the process whereby a gate-level circuit can be automatically gener- 

ated by a software package based on abstract system descriptions. Some examples of abstract sys- 

tem description methods include Boolean logic equations and hardware-description languages 

( HDLs). 

In general, the logic synthesis process can be broken down into nvo separate stages. 

The first stage is referred to as the technology independent stage. It involves using Boolean and 

algebraic techniques to reduce and optimize the abstract circuit description. The term "technology 

independent" refers to the fact that the methods used at this stage are independent of the technol- 

ogy that will be used to implement the final circuit. The second stage is referred to as the technol- 

ogy dependent stage. In this stage, the reduced/optirnized technology independent representation 

is transformed into an interconnection of logic cells from a given library. The end result is a gate- 

level circuit irnp lementing the functionality described b y the initial abstract system description. 

2.6 Multiplexer Based Logic Design 

If one were to use pass logic to implement a library of standard CMOS cells (NAND. 

NOR, etc) and then apply classic CMOS techniques to design a circuit with those cells, the design 

would be less efficient in general than one designed using standard CMOS cells [Rik96]. instead, 
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one must use altemate design techniques to fully exploit the potential benefits of pass logic. One 

technique that is especially well suited to pass logic is multiplexer based design. 

In multiplexer based design, the basic ce11 is the 2-to-1 multiplexer. As shown in Fig- 

ure 2-6, this basic ce11 cm be used to implement a wide variety of Boolean functions, in addition 

to the standard 2-to- 1 m u  function. This is one of the main strengths of mux-based design - high 

logic functionality of the basic cells. 

MW-based design using pass logic circuits has the potential to be a very successful 

technique for low powerhigh performance IC's. It has been shown that it can outperform stan- 

dard CMOS in power consumption, speed and area @k96]. Since each basic ce11 can irnpiement 

a wide variety of Boolean fünctions, a standard mux-based ce11 library could be made up of sig- 

nificantly fewer cells than a standard CMOS ce11 library (which typically consists of around 60 

cells). This would be beneficial in that it would be much faster to update the mux-based library in 

order to keep Pace with the fast changing process technology. However, there is currently a lack 

of design automation tools available to assist the engineer in a design based on a mux-ce11 library. 

In order to be a useful alternative to standard CMOS design, for which design tools are plentifid, 

design automation tools must be created to shorten the development tirne for mux-based designs. 

Of particular interest would be a çynthesis tool which could automatically generate a mux-based 

circuit using only a high-level description of the operation of the circuit. As discussed in the next 

section, graph theory provides some techniques that are especially well-suited to synthesizing 

mux-based designs fiom Boolean equation descriptions. 

2.7 Application of Graph Theory to Mux-Based Synthesis 

In order to more easily match a library ce11 or group of library cells to a given Boolean 

equation, it is desirable to have that equation in a forrn that simplifies the matching task. For a 

mux-based ce11 library, one applicable fom is a type of graph called a Reduced Ordered Binary 

Decision Diagram (ROBDD), hereafier referred to sirnply as a BDD. 

A graph G(V, E) is defined as consisting of a set V of elements called vertices (also 

known as nodes, points, elements, etc) together with a set E of unordered pairs in the form ( i j ) ,  i j  
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in V, called the edges of G. A sample graph is s h o w  in Figure 2-8. The vertices of this graph are 

V={A, B, C, D) and the edges are E=((A,B), (B,D), (A,D), (D,C)). Note that the edge set could 

equivalently be expressed as E={(B,A), (D,B), (D,A), (C,D)} since the edge pairs are unordered. 

FIGURE 2-8. Sample graph G 

A directed graph is a graph Gd in which the edges (i j) are ordered. In a directed graph, node i is 

called the initial node and node j the terminal node. Together they are called the endpoints of edge 

( i j ) .  A sample directed graph is shown in Figure 2-9. The vertices of this graph are 

V={A,B,C,D) and the edges are E={(A,B), (B,D), (A,D), (D,C) J .  Note that since this is a directed 

graph, this is the only correct pair ordering for the edge set of Figure 2-9. 

FIGURE 2-9. Sample directed graph Gd 

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph that does not contain any directed circuits. 

Refemng to Figure 2- 10, graph X is not a DAG because there is a directed circuit following the 
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path A -> B -> D -> C -> A. However, graph Y is a DAG because it does not contain any directed 

circuits. 

Gnph X Graph Y 

FIGURE 2-10. Comparison of cyclic and acyclic directed graphs 

A tree is a DAG where there is no more than one path between any two vertices of the 

DAG. In Figure 2- 1 1, DAG X is not a tree because there are two paths fiom vertex C I to vertex 

A: C 1 ->B 1->A and C 1 ->B2->A. DAG Y is a tree because there is no more than one path between 

any two vertices of the DAG. 

DAG X DAG Y 

FIGURE 2-11, Comparison of non-tree and tree DACs 

DAG's are commonly used as technology independent representations of Boolean 

logic by logic synthesis packages. There are a vanety of ways to implement this. One example 

would be to have each node represent a logic function (ie. NAND, OR, etc). Then the incoming 

edges to a node would represent the inputs for the logic function represented by the node, and out- 

going edges would represent die results of that logic function applied to the inputs. Consider the 
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exarnple DAG shown in Figure 2- 12. The primary inputs for this DAG are the variables 

A,B,C,D,E,F and the output is the edge labelled O. Node 1 implements the NAND function. with 

A and B as inputs, so edge ( 1.4) represents as an input for node 4. Similarly, edge (2.4) repre- 

sents CD and edge (3,4) represents EF. Since node 4 implements the OR function. the result at O 

will be O = D+CD+EF. 

- 
FIGURE 2-12. DAG representation for O = AB + CD + EF 

A BDD is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each vertex (node) represents the if- 

then-else (ITE) function. ITE is a three variable Boolean function, where 

ITE (A,  B. C) = AB +AC. The BDD shown in Figure 2-13 is made up of two types of vertices: 

non-terminal vertices, which have two input edges (nodes A, B 1, B2, C 1, C2); and terminal verti- 

ces, which have a value of either 'O' or ' 1' and no input edges (nodes 1, O). For the purposes of 

this thesis, the left edge of a given BDD node is defined as the "then" edge, and the right edge is 
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defined as the "else" edge. Therefore, node 82 of Figure 2-13 implements the function 

ITE(B2 ,  CI. C2) = B2C1+ E c ~ .  

FIGURE 2-13. Sample BDD 

A BDD is said to be ordered if the indices of the vertices in al1 paths from the root ver- 

tex to the terminal vertices follow a fixed order. A reduced BDD is one in which: 

a. there is no vertex whose children constitute identical sub-graphs. In figure 2-14. 
the BDD is not reduced because the children of vertex B2 are identical. 

FIGURE 2-14. Non-reduced BDD example 1 
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b. there are no two distinct vertices rooting isomorphic (identical) sub-graphs. The 
BDD in figure 2- 15 is not reduced because the "then" child of nodes B 1 and B2 are 
isomorphic. 

FIGURE 2-15. Non-reduced BDD exampie 2 

A reduced ordered BDD is a canonical form. That is to Say given any Boolean logic equation and 

a fixed variable ordering, there is exactly one ROBDD that represents that equation. Proof of this 

is detailed in [Bry86]. BDD theory will be covered in greater detail in the next chapter. 

As was mentioned previousiy, logic synthesis can be broken down into two parts: the 

technology independent stage and the technology dependent stage. Optimization of the Boolean 

expressions and conversion of the Boolean expressions to a BDD format are considered part of 

the technology independent stage. The technology dependent stage, also known as the technol- 

ogy mapping stage, consists of the transformation of the technology independent representation 

(ie. BDD) into a circuit made up of logic cells fiom a given library. In general, rnapping can be 

broken down Uito three major tasks: 

Decomposition: the Boolean fimction is decomposed into an intercomection of 
basic fùnctions, represented by a DAG, and referred to as the subject graph 

Partitioning: multiple fan-out vertices are identified in the DAG and sub-trees are 
defined at these points. This breaks the DAG into a forest of trees so that tree- 
rnatching algorithm can be used in finding the best cover for the network; and, 
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c. MatchingKovering: consists of finding an equivalence between a sub-nee and a 
library ce11 (pattern graph) and replacing that subnetwork with the library element. 
thus creating the desired circuit. 

By using BDD's to represent the Boolean equations, the decomposition step is done automatically 

when usiug a mux-based ceIl Iibrary. That is because the pattern graphs for the base fuoctions (ie. 

2-to- 1 mux) can also be represented as BDD's. 

The partitioning step involves deciding how to handle the output of one vertex being 

required to feed in to two or more other vertices. Two ways in which this can be handled are par- 

titioning and duplication. If partitioning is selected, the multiple fanout vertex will be treated as 

the root of a sub-tree and the circuit built in the end will feed into two or more inputs as shown in 

Figure 2-16(a). If duplication is selected, overlapped mappings are permitted and multiple fanout 

vertices may results in duplicate circuits as shown in Figure 2- 16(b). 

FIGURE 2-16. Cornparison of partitioning and duplication 

The final step in the procedure is the technology mapping, which consists of covering 

the subject graph (Boolean function) by a set of pattern graphs (library cells) such that some cost 

fünction is rninimized (ie. area, power dissipation, etc). 

2.8 Related Research 

A significant arnount of research into logic synthesis has been published in recent 

years. Sorne of the matenal that is relevant to this thesis will be summarized in this section. 

DAGON was a tool developed to solve the problem of technology binding [Keu87]. 

Technology binding is the process of mapping a technology independent description of a circuit 
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into a particular technology. The technology independent representation used by DAGON was a 

DAG where each vertex represented a NAND or NOT function. The problem of technology bind- 

ing was then one of DAG covering, which is well-known to be an NP-complete problem [Gra94]. 

The approach used by DAGON was to partition the DAG into a forest of trees, where every node 

with a faoout greater than one was the root of a sub-tree, and then detemine the optimal matching 

for each sub-tree independently (efficient tree-matching algorithms are well-known). This 

approach of matching against a forest of trees rather than against the original DAG loses the p a r -  

antee of a globally optimal solution, but guarantees a good solution in linear time. 

The technology mapping techniques used eariy in the developrnent of the Multilevel 

~Geractive Systern (MIS), the logic synthesis system developed at UC Berkeley, were described 

in [Det87]. Two separate techniques were tried. One was a DAG covering algorithrn that gener- 

ated consistently poor results, and will therefore not be described here. The second was an exten- 

sion to the partitioning/tree matching techniques described in [Keu87]. Instead of rnaking each 

multiple fanout vertex in the technology independent DAG the root of a sub-tree, only prirnary 

outputs were treated as roots. The technology mapping process started at a prirnary output and 

continued until either a prirnary input was encountered or until another intemal node that already 

had been mapped was encountered. If the node had already been mapped, it was either the output 

of an existing ce11 or was a node intemal to a cell. If the node was the output of a cell, then it was 

treated as a leaf ce11 and the mapping stopped there. If it was interna1 to a cell, the algorithm con- 

tinued rnapping until it reached the input nodes to that existing cell, resulting in some logic dupli- 

cation where mappings overlapped. This technique was more general than the DAGON approach 

and explored more mapping alternatives. However, no direct cornparison was made to the 

DAGON results as the authors were unable to obtain the same initial Boolean networks DAGON 

used for testing. 

Further enhancements to optimized DAG mapping were offered in [Cha92] and 

[Des93]. Both used the same general mapping algorithrn, with [Cha92] optirnizing for design area 

within delay constraints and [Des931 optimizing for power dissipation within delay constraints. 

Both assume that the input Boolean equations have been minimized/optimized and decomposed 

into a NANDAnverter DAG. Their approach consisted of two general steps: first. delay fûnctions 
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capturing &val timelcost (ie. area or power) trade-offs were computed for every node in the 

DAG; second, a mapping solution was generated based on the computed delay fhctions and the 

required tirnes at the prirnary outputs. The delay fùnctions at each node were represented as a cost 

vs delay curve, with cost referrhg to the desired optimization metric, area or power. Each poinr 

on a node's cuve represented a certain gate matched to that node, along with the input bindings 

for that match. For each point on the delay curve, the worst-case arriva1 tirne at the output of the 

node as well as the total gate aredpower required to map its transitive fanin cone were calculated. 

Once the delay curves were calculated for al1 nodes in the DAG, the actual technology binding 

was done. This was done as a pre-order traversa1 of the DAG similar to that of [Det87], where 

gate selection at a given node was based on the lowest cost match that met the arriva1 tirne 

requirements at the output of the node. One interesting heuristic used was the way in which mul- 

tiple fanout nodes were handled. When an input for a candidate match at a given node was com- 

ing fiom a multiple fanout node, the cost contribution of that input was divided by the fanout 

count of the input node. In this fashion, the algorithm tended to favour a solution in which multi- 

ple fanout nodes are preserved after mapping, which reduced logic duplication and reduced the 

cost of the final mapping solution. Results using the tool described in [Cha92], referred to as 

ADIEU, were compared with those obtained using UC Berkeley's MIS2.2 on a subset of 

MCNC9 1 combinational logic benchmarks. On average, in area mode, ADIEU produced circuits 

faster by 6% but larger by 3% compared to MIS2.2; ADIEU'S timing mode produced circuits as 

fast as those generated by M1S2.2'~ timing mode, but with 17% less area. Results fiom the power 

optirnization mode of the tool described in [Des931 were compared with results fiom ADIEU in 

area mode on the same MCNC91 benchmarks. On average, power dissipation was improved by 

18% over ADIEU, at a cost of 13% increase in area and 1 % increase in delay. 

An approach to logic synthesis known as LEAP (Lean Integration with Pass Transis- 

tors) was described in w 9 6 ] .  The synthesis tool was referred to as Circuit Inventor. This 

approach was designed to use a small mu-based pass Iogic ceil library. The entire library was 

composed of only seven cells: three cells were what they referred to as 'Y' cells (made up of one. 

two and three 2-to- 1 pass-logic m u e s  respectively); the remaining four cells were standard 

CMOS inverters, each with a different dnving capability, which were used as buffen. The proce- 
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dure used by Circuit Inventor was to create a ROBDD representing the input logic equations. par- 

tition it into a forest of trees, then use tree-matching techniques to map the library cells to it. Two 

sets of results were reported. The fist  compared designs reported in the literature for a full-adder 

and a 4-2 compressor built with standard CMOS techniques, to results obtained with Circuit 

inventor for the same designs. in both cases, Circuit Inventor generated a smaller, faster and 

lower-power circuit. The second set of results compared designs generated by a commercial syn- 

thesis tool for a 7 inpuil4 output random logic and a 4 bit adder/subtractor. to results obtained with 

Circuit Inventor for the sarne designs. Again, Circuit Inventor generated smaller, faster and lower 

power circuits in both cases. 

An extension to LEAP known as PCCL (Pass-transistor1CMOS Collaborated Logic) 

was proposed in [Chi97]. This approach used both pass-logic muxes and NANDMOR gates in 

the same logic block. The entire logic was fint constructed using pass-logic muxes as with Circuit 

Inventor, then selected m u e s  were replaced with CMOS gates. It was found that 240-1 muxes 

with one of the inputs fixed to VDD or GND were good candidates for replacement with NANDI 

NOR gates. The final decision on replacement was based on the change in the cost hnction for 

the design resulting from the substitution of the CMOS gate. Benchmarks were nin on various test 

logics selected from the control blocks of an actual microprocessor ( 1 k to IOk gates in standard 

CMOS configuration). Designs using PCCL showed generally better performance figures in area. 

power and delay than either pure CMOS or pure pass logic designs. 

Early development work done at the Royal Military College of Canada on a mux- 

based synthesis tool called BDDMAP was described in [Alk96]. As in Circuit Inventor, 

ROBDD's were used as the technology independent logic representation. The ceil library was 

based on a 240- 1 pass logic m u ,  but used a total of seven cells, with the most complex ce11 using 

a total of seven 2-to- 1 muxes. No optimization algorithrns were used in this initial incarnation of 

BDDMAP. Instead, the simple heuristic of using the largest ce11 possible at each BDD node dur- 

ing the technology mapping stage was used. A cornparison of BDDMAP generated circuits with 

standard CMOS circuits for an adder section and a 4-bit comparator was reported in [Don96]. In 

both cases, the BDDMAP circuit was slower than the CMOS circuit, but consumed significantly 

less power. 

Background 



Chapter 3 
BDD Generation 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter introduced the BDD as a canonical techonology-independent 

representation of a Boolean equation (or set of Boolean equations). A software package that will 

oenerate a BDD based on a set of su-of-product fonn equations is described in [Jan94]. The s 

aigorithms used by this software package are based on the BDD manipulation techniques 

described in @3ra90]. As this software package is freely available for general use, it was used as 

part of this thesis. This chapter will cover the methods used by this package to generate a BDD 

from a surn-of-products form Boolean equation. The impact of variable ordering on BDD size 

will also be discussed, along with the approach to this problem used in [Jan94]. 

3.2 Generation of BDDs from SOP Equations 

3.2.1 Notation and Terminology 

The terminal nodes of a BDD are written as 1 and 0. A variable is denoted by a lower- 

case letter. such as v. As discussed before, the variables in the BDD are totally ordered. Variable v 

is considered to be srnaller than variable w (v < w )  if v cornes before tv in the variable order 

(higher up in the BDD). Each node in the BDD is uniquely labelled by a capital letter such as F. 

At node F there is a variable v which is referred to as the top variable of F. Each node in the BDD 

also represents a Boolean function. This Boolean function is represented by the node label F and 

can be denoted by the triple (v, G, H), where v is the top variable of F, G is the node connected to 
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the then edge of F and H is the node connected to the else edge of F. This is shown in Figure 3- 1. 

The top variable of a set of formulas is the smallest of the top variables of those formulas. 

FIGURE 3-1. Sample BDD 

A hash table is a data structure that associates a value with a key. A hash function 

applied to the key selects which of N linked lists the (key,value) pair is stored. A hash table is 

used to impose a strong canonical form on the nodes in the BDD, so that each node in the BDD 

represents a unique logic Function. This hash table, which is called the unique table, maps a triple 

(v.G,H) to a BDD node F=(v,G,H). Each node in the BDD has an entry in the unique table. 

Before a new node is added to the BDD, a lookup in the unique table determines if a node for that 

function already exists. If it does, the existing node is used. Othenvise, a new node is added to 

the BDD and a new unique table entry is made. It is assumed that when a new node F is created, 

the nodes G and H will already obey the strong canonical form. Therefore, the function F exists 

in the BDD iff the triple (v,G,H) is already in the unique table, thus maintaining the strong canon- 

ical form. Note that the unique table need not be implemented by a hash table. A standard lookup 

table would work just as well. However, because of the sparse nature of the unique table, a hash 

table is a more rnemory-efficient method to implement it. 

3.2.2 BDD Generation 

The if-then-else (ite) function is the key fùnction used in this package of BDD func- 

tions. As described previously, ite is a Boolean function defined for three inputs EG,H which 

computes ite (F, G, H) = F G + F - H . The ite operation can be used to implement al1 two- 
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variable Boolean operations. as shown in Table 3-1. Also, because ite is the logical function per- 

formed at each node of the BDD, it is an efficient building block for many operations on the BDD. 

TABLE El. ITE implementatioo of two variable~~oolean functioos 

Function Name 

kWIl (F, G )  

The function resulting when some argument v of a fünction F is assigned a constant 

value k (either O or 1 ) is called a cofactor or restriction of F and is denoted as Fr+ Given the NO 

cofactors of a function F with respect to a variable v, the function F c m  be reconsmicted as: 

F = v - F , = ,  +V.Fv=, (3.1) 

ITE Equivalent 

ite(F, G, O) 

This identity is referred to as the Shannon expansion of F with respect to v. It may also be 

expressed as: 

F = v - F , + Y . F ~  (3.2) 

The following recursive formulation, described in [Bra 901 is the key to cornputing ite(E G, H) 

for hnctions F: G. H represented in BDD form. Let Z = ite(E G, H) and let v be the top variable 

of E G, and H. Then, 

The terminal cases for this recursion are ite(1, F. G) = ite(0, G, F) = ire(& 1 ,  0 )  = F. 
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A memory function for a fùnction F i s  a table of values (v, F m )  for which the finction 

has already been computed. If F is called with argument v again, F(v) can be renimed without any 

computation by looking it up in the table. A memory function, referred to as the computed-table. 

is used to Unprove the performance of the BDD package. The computed-table maps three BDD 

nodes ( ' G , H )  to the result node itefEG.H) once this result has been computed. Using this com- 

puted table reduces the number of ite calculations that need to be done to generate a BDD. thereby 

improving the speed of BDD generation. A pseudo-code listing of the recursive ite aigonthrn. 

implementing a computed-table, is provided in Figure 3-2. 

ite (F, G, H) 
t 

if (terminal case) 
return result; 

else if (computed-table has entry { F,G,H)) 
return result; 

slse 
f 

let v be the top variable of {F,G,H); 
T = ite(F, G, H,); 
E = ite(F-, G, H;); 
if T equals E return T as result; 
R = find-or-add-unique-table(v, T, E); 
insert-cornputed-table( ( F,G,H } . R); 
retum R as result;: 

I 
1. 

FIGURE 3-2. Pseudo-code for ite function 

ï h e  algorithm first checks if ite(EG,H) is a terminal case as described previously. If 

so, the result is trivial and may be retumed directly. If it is not a terminal case, the computed-table 

is checked to see if ite/EG.H, has been calcuiated previously. If so, the result is extracted from the 

computed table and returned. If not, T and E must be recursively calculated. T and E are the result 

of ite for the cofactors of F, G and H with respect to the top variable v. If T and E are equal, then 

the result is independent of v and either result may be returned. If they are not equal, the unique- 

table is checked for the triple (v, LE). If it exists, R is assigned the value of that existing node fiom 

the unique-table. If it doesn't exist. an new BDD node is created and added to the unique-table. R 

is assigned the value of the new node. Finally, the result of the calculation is inserted in the com- 

puted-table, and R is returned as the result. 
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An example will now be used to demonstrate the use of this algorithm to construct a 

BDD fiom a SOP equation. For this example, let the SOP equation be F = vw + -n, + .kv com- 

posed of the prirnary input variables v, w and x. Define v as the top variable of F, followed by W. 

then x. Recall that each of these prirnary input variables may be represented as a BDD, as shown 

in Figure 3-3, such that the BDD operations described above may be applied direcily to them. 

Node labels will be arbitrarily assigned to BDD nodes as they are generated Ui the format Nx, 

x=l, 2,3, ... 

FIGURE 3-3. Primary input variables expressed as BDDs 

The first operation to be done is to generate the BDD for vw. Refemng to Table 3- 1. 

this can be expressed as w = ite(v, w, O). Using the node labelling of Figure 3-3, itelv, W. 0) = 

ite(N1. M. 0). This is not a terminal case, and since it is the first calculation, there is no entry in 

the computed-table. Therefore, the recunive formulation is applied to determine ite(NI.NZ.0). 

with top variable = v. 

ite(N 1. N2. O)= (v. T, E) 
= (v, ite(N1,1, N2,1. O,=,), iteW IS4, N&. Ov-)) 
= (v, ite( 1, N2, O), ite(0, N2,O)) 
= (v, N2.0) 

There is no entry in the unique table for the triple (v. N2. O), so a new BDD node N4 is 

created and added to the unique table. The result of the operation is also inserted in the computed- 

table. Therefore, node N4 represents the function vw as shown in Figure 3-4. 

FIGUFtE 3-4. Representation of vw as BDD 
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Applying the same operation to xv, the result is another new BDD node N5 as s h o w  

in Fi-gure 3-5. 

FIGURE 3-5. Representation o f  xv as BDD 

d - 
In order to detemine xw, .r must first be calculated. Refemng to Table 3- 1. ite can be 

used to do this as = i tek  O. 2). This is a terminal case of ite, and the result is BDD node rV6 as 

shown in Figure 3-6. 

FIGURE 3-6. Representation of as BDD 

Once x is generated, .& may be calculated as in the previous two cases, creating BDD 

node N7 as sbown in Figure 3-7. 

FIGURE 3-7. Representation of  b as BDD 

At this stage of the algorithm. there are three BDDs that represent the product ternis of 

equation E The first sum tenn to be generated is vw + xv. Using the notation of the BDDs gener- 

ated so far. viv + xv = N4 + N5 . Refening to Table 3- 1, this can be expressed as 

iV4 + N5 = ite ( N 4 ,  1, N5) . This is not a temiinal case and there is no entry in the computed- 
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table. Therefore, the recursive formulation must be applied to determine iteW4, i.N.5). with top 

The top variable for nodes N2 and N3 is w (based on the irtitial ordering specified), so the next ite 

calculation is: 

The resulting BDD for vw + xv will then be as shown in Figure 3-8: 

FIGURE 3-8. Representation of vw + xv as BDD 
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The final stage is to generate the BDD for (w + *v) + % = N8 + N7. Afier applying 

the same algorithm as above for an OR operation, the final BDD is shown in Figure 3-9: 

FIGURE 3-9. Final BDD representation of F= vw + xv +& 

3-23 Complement Edges 

Complement edges are an extension to standard BDDs that are designed to reduce 

overall BDD size and the tirne required to generate the BDD. Consider fiorn the previous example 

BDD nodes N3 and N6, representing x and; respectively. They are similar except that their termi- 

nal nodes are reversed. This sirnilarity can be exploited by using complement edges. A comple- 

ment edge is an ordinary edge with a flag set to indicate that the connected formula is to be 

interpreted as the complement of the ordinary formula. Therefore, node N6 could be represented 

by a complement edge to node N3, saving one node fiom the BDD. This is shown in Figure 3- 10, 

with the complement edge indicated by the solid dot on the edge. 

FIGURE 3-10. Sample complement edge 

In order to maintain a canonical form, there must be a constraint put on where comple- 

ment edges are used in a BDD. The nile put fonvard by [Bra90] and implemented by [Jan941 is to 

ensure that the then edge of every node in a BDD must be a regular edge. This guarantees a 
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canonical form, as no function-preserving change to a BDD following this mle can yield a differ- 

ent BDD which also folIows this rule. 

3.2.4 Multiple Root BDDs 

It is desirable for a logic synthesis program to be able to handle designs with more 

than one output. Using BDDs, one approach to this is to generate a single output BDD (ie. a BDD 

with one root node) for each output of the design and matchkover them individually . An exarn- 

ple of this approach for a two output design is shown in Figure 3-1 1(a). This approach is rather 

wastehl, as there is often logic shared by two or more outputs in a design that would be need- 

lessly duplicated. A more efficient approach is to use a single BDD with multiple root nodes. The 

multiple root BDD in Figure 3- 1 1 (b) irnplements the same logic as the two BDDs in Figure 3- 

11 (a). but uses four fewer non-leaf nodes to realize it. This is likely to result in reduced area, 

power dissipation and delay in the final synthesized design. 

FIGURE 3-11. Using multiple output BDD for reduction of logic duplication 
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3.3 Effect of Variable Ordering 

It is a well-known fact that the size of a BDD representation for a given Boolean func- 

tion may drastically change when a different variable order is adopted pry86]pra90][Jan95]. An 

example of this is s h o w  in Figure 3- 12. Both BDDs represent the function F = ab + cd + ef: The 

only difference is that BDD (a) uses a variable ordering of a < b < c < d < e <f, and BDD (b) 

uses a variable ordering of a < c c e < b < d cf: 

FIGURIs 3-12. Effects of variable ordering on BDD size 

There are various heuristics that have been developed to predict a good variable order- 

ing based on the initial system specification. However, the approach implemented in [Jan941 

relieves the user of this burden of speciQing a good order prior to the BDD generation by dynarn- 

ically ordering the variables during the consrniction of the BDD and automatically selecting the 
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best ordering. The best ordering is considered to be the one that generates the BDD with the min- 

imum number of nodes. 

3.3.1 Dynarnic Variable Ordering 

Dynarnic variable ordering searches for a good variable ordering by automatically 

modifiing variable ordering during the construction of a BDD. The problem with changing the 

variable order dynamically is that one has to maintain canonicity. As explained previously, canon- 

icity of a BDD is achieved through the use of the unique-table. As it would be very inefficient to 

constnict rntirely new BDDs for every different order tried, dynarnic ordering is based on a suc- 

cession of local modifications, each of which can easily be made to preserve canonicity. A natural 

local modification is the swapping of two consecutive variables as shown in Figure 3- 13. 

FIGURE 3-13. Effect of variable order change on BDD 

The order of variables v and w are swapped. F ,  represents the value of the Function for v=.r, w=y. 

Note that the only modification required after the variable swap is to change the position of Fol 

and Flo 

Using this approach and repeatedly swapping adjacent variables, every variable order 

can be generated. However, a full exploration of the variable orders cannot be tolerated as it 

would take an inordinate amount of time for designs with large numbers of primary input vari- 

ables. Instead, a simple local-search approach with limited hill-climbing, known as the sifiing 

algorithm, is used. In this approach, each variable is tried at al1 possible positions in the order 

while the ranks of the other variables remain the same. This search for the best position of the one 

variable may still lead to the construction of unacceptably large intermediate BDDs, so the search 

is aborted as soon as the increase in the total number of nodes exceeds a given limit (a maximum 
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increase of 5% is allowed by [Jan94]). The variable with the most occurences in the BDD is sifted 

first. The rationale behind this is that by changing the position of this variable, the greatest 

decrease in BDD size may be achieved. 

This dynarnic ordering algorithm takes 0(#var.8 * #nodes) time for a single invoca- 

tion, and therefore should not be called upon too liberally, especially when a large number of van- 

ables are involved. As well, some limit should be placed on the amount of time spent in the 

dynarnic ordering routine each tirne it is called. The approach used by [Jan941 is to fix the total 

time spent in one cal1 to some reasonable constant (ie. a maximum number of CPU seconds). and 

to use both a relative and an absolute threshold to tngger the dynarnic ordering routine. The abso- 

lute threshold sets a bound on the total number of BDD nodes required to aigger dynamic order- 

ing. After each reordering, the absolute bound is reset to twice the number of existing BDD 

nodes. The relative threshold is introduced to be able to anticipate sharp increases in BDD size as 

a function of the number of top-level ite calls. Here, dynamic ordering is triggered when the 

increase in BDD size exceeds a factor of two after a top-level ire call. This value is chosen 

because the majority of BDD operations take two operands, and empirical evidence shows that 

the size of the result is of the order of the surn of the sizes of the operands; worst-case, ir would be 

the product. 

[Jan951 reports the results of using this algorithm on a variety of benchmarks, ranging 

from an 8-bit adder to a 12-bit multiplier. These results are s h o w  in Table 3-2. The 'good' and 

'bad' orders were obtained manually, using various heuristics. In general, a good ordering refers 

to one in which the BDD size increases iinearly with the number of input variables, and a bad 

ordenng refers to one in which the BDD size increases exponentially with the number of vari- 

ables. The dynamic ordering results used the 'bad' ordering as a starting point, and applied the 

dynamic ordering algorithm until no M e r  reduction in BDD size occurred. The numbers 

reported are the number of nodes in the final BDD generated for the circuit. It is clear that in the 

majority of cases, the dynarnic ordering algorithm generated BDDs of equal or smaller size com- 

pared to the manual 'good' ordering. 
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BDD Size (nodes) for Various Variable Orderings 
r 

Circuit 

16-bit rotator 

8-bit min-max 

16-bit min-max 

1 IO-bit multiplier II 729 16 1 159278 72204 1 

Cood 

8 1 

32-bit min-max 

8-bit multiplier 

- - - - - - -  

1 12-bit multiplier - - 58463 1 1513070 1 5602 16 1 

893 

3305 

TABLE 3-2. Dynamic variable ordering experimental results 

Bad 

108 1328 

12545 

9084 
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8 1 

75377 

> t 000000 

892 

3303 I 
> 1000000 

16697 

3397 1 

8958 



Chapter 4 

Ce11 Library 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the ce11 library used in this thesis. First. the composition of the 

library and the functionality of each ce11 is discussed. This is followed by an explanation of the 

methods used to characterize the cells in temis of area, delay and power dissipation. and a presen- 

tation of the results of the ce11 characterizations. 

4.2 Composition of Ce11 Library 

The ce11 library used for this thesis is based on the CMOSISS process. provided by the 

Canadian Microelecnonics Corporation (CMC). This is a three-metal process with a minimum 

feature size of 0Sp. The cell library can be divided into three separate sections: 

a. p a s  logic multi~lexer cells ( 13 cells); 

b. phase correction inverter ( l cell); and, 

c. standard CMOS cells (6 cells). 

4.2.1 Pass Logic Multiplexer Cells 

The pass logic multiplexer cells are based on the pass logic 2-to-1 multiplexer shown 

in Figure 4- 1. 

Output 

P2 

FIGURE 4-1. Pass logic 240-1 multiplexer 



As mentioned in Chapter 2. there will be a voltage drop in any signal traversing a pass 

transistor due to the threshold voltage V, of the pass transistor. in order to restore signal levels ar 

the output of library cells, a level-restoring inverter with a srnall PMOS pull-up transistor is added 

to the cells as shown in Figure 4-2. The pull-up transistor is included to reduce static power dissi- 

pation of the output inverter that would be caused by the reduced voltage levels of logic 1's 

passed through the NMOS pass logic network. Note that the numbers beside the transistors indi- 

cate gare widths in p. When two numbers are listed, separated by a Y', the fist number indicates 

the gate width of the PMOS transistor, and the second number indicates the gate width of the 

NMOS transistor. Al1 gate lengths in this cell library are OSp, and therefore gate lengths will not 

indicated circuit diagrams. 

C I  

Output 

FIGURE 4-2. Pass logic 2-to-1 multiplexer with level-restoring output inverter 

The pass logic multiplexer portion of the ce11 library is composed of thirteen cells 

made up of vanous combinations of the 240-1 mux base cell. ui the following descriptions of the 

cells, two syrnbols will be used for ce11 cornponents. The 2-to-1 mux without the level restonng 



inverter will be represented as shown in Figiire 4-3(a), and the level restoring inverter will be rep- 

resented as shown in Figure 44%). 

FIGURE 4-3. Symbols used for 2-to-1 rnux and IeveI restoring inverter 

As mentioned previously, the logic functions implemented by these rnux cells can be 

easily represented by a BDD. This BDD representation is referred to as the pattern graph of the 

library ce11 and is used to match library cells to the BDD representation of the system being syn- 

thesized (referred to as the subject graph) during the technology mapping stage of the synthesis 

process. The following diagrams (Figure 4-4 through Figure 4- 10) provide circuit diagrams for 

the thirteen rnux cells, as well as their associated pattern graphs. 



FIGURE 4-4. Circuit diagram and patîern graph for CeIll-1 

FIGURE 4-5. Circuit diagrams and pattern grapbs for Cell2-l and Cell2-2 

FIGURE 4-6. Circuit diagram and pattern graph for Cern-1 
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FIGURE 4-7. Circuit diagrams and pattern graphs for Ce114-1, Ce114-2, Ce114-3 and CelI4-4 



FIGURE 4-8. Circuit diagrams and pattern graphs for Ce115-1 and Ce115-2 
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FIGURE 4-9. Circuit diagrams and pattern graphs for Ce116-1 and Ce116-2 



P 1 

P 2  

P3 

P4 
Ce117-1 

P5 

P6 

P7 

p8 u 
FIGURE 4-10. Circuit diagram and pattern graph for Ce117-1 

It is apparent fiom the circuit diagrams that a number of the pass logic cells are similar in config- 

uration. For example, Ce112-1 and Ce112-2 shown in Figure 4-5 differ only by which input of the 

second mux is driven by the output of the first mux. This was done so that there would be a wider 

variety of pattem graphs represented, resulting in a more efficient mapping of the subject graph. 

4.2.2 Phase Correction Inverter 

As a result of the level restoring inverter on the output of al1 the pass logic ceils, the 

logic function provided at each ce11 output is actually the inverse of the function represented by 

the pattern graph. Therefore, another inverter is reqiiired to correct this phase inversion in the final 

synthesized circuit. The inverter used is a standard CMOS inverter, with PMOS gate width of 6p 

and NMOS gate width of 6p, as shown in Figure 4- 1 1. This inverter is referred to as inv 1 in the 

cell library. Techniques used to minimize the requirement for these inverters in the final design 



will be discussed in chapter 6. At this stage, it is sufficient to say that an inverter is required as 

part of the ce11 library. 

FIGURE 4-11. Phase correction invl 

4.2.3 Standard CMOS Cells 

As discussed in chapter 2, using pass logic multiplexers to implement basic NAND/ 

NOR functions is generally less efficient in terms of area and delay than using standard CMOS 

cells [ W 6 ] .  It therefore stands to reason that a circuit constructed of pass logic cells would be 

faster and smaller if pass logic cells configured to implement NANDNOR functions were 

replaced with standard CMOS cells. As an example, consider the pattern graph for a two input 

NAND gate s h o w  in Figure 4- 12. This corresponds to the pattern graph for Ce11 1-1, with input 2 

fixed to 0. Therefore, at any point in a given circuit composed of pass logic cells, a CeIll-1 with 

input 2 fixed to O rnay be directly replaced by a two input NAND gate, resulting in a saving in 

area and delay for the circuit. 

FIGURE 4-12. Pattern graph for two input NANI) function 

Good results using a hybrid ce11 library that was composed of standard NANDNOR 

cells in addition to pass logic muitiplexers were reported in [Chi97]. This hybrid logic capability 

is implernented in BDDMAP as well, necessitating the inclusion of standard CMOS cells in the 

cell library. The CMOS cells selected were 2, 3 and 4 input NAND gates and 2,3  and 4 input 

NOR gates. They are referred to as nana-h, nand3-h, etc, in the ce11 library. The cells used are 



part of the CMC's HCell library included with the CMC's CMOSISS Design Kit V 1 .O for 

Cadence. The HCell gates were used because they were already laid out and characterized. The 

algorithm used to insert the standard CMOS cells into a pass logic circuit will be discussed in 

greater detail in chapter 6 .  

4.3 Characterization of Library Ceils 

4.3.1 Area 

Silicon area calculation is based on the physical layout of the cells. However, the lay- 

out information was not available for the pass logic cells except Celi 1-1 and Ce113-1 which were 

developed as part of another research project at RMC [Sa197]. The layouts for these cells are 

shown in Figure 4- 13 and Figure 4- 14. Using information From these layouts, an estimate of area 

for the remainder of the pass logic cells was made. Two assumptions were made for this estima- 

tion: 

a. the layouts generated for Ce11 1-1 and Ce113-1 were created according to the speci- 
fication provided by CMC for their HCell library. In this library, the ce11 height was 
standardized to be 3 1 p fiorn the bottom of the V,, rail to the top of the Vdd rail. 
This is wastefd of space for the pass logic cells, considering the small NMOS tran- 
sistors in these cells. Therefore, it is assumed that the layouts for Ce11 1-1 and 
Ce113-1 could be reduced by 10p in height, with no increase in width, and still sat- 
isQ the design rules of the CMOSISS process; 

b. examining the layout of Ce113-1, it is apparent that it c m  be separated into three 
basic blocks. The first block, located on the right of the cell, contains a 2-to- 1 mux 
and the level restoring inverter for the cell. It measures aproxirnately 1 Op in width. 
The other two blocks contain the remaining 240-1 m u e s  for the ce11 and each 
block measures approximately 8 . 5 ~  in width. Therefore, it is assumed that the 
width of the pass logic cells may be approximated by using 10p for the first 240- 1 
mux and level restoring inverter, and adding 8.5~ for each additional 240- 1 mux in 
the cell. 

Layout information was available for the standard CMOS cells as part of the CMC's 

HCell library. Therefore, area information for the standard CMOS cells was calculated directly 

based on these layouts with no requirement for approximation. 



FIGURE 4-13. Layout of CeIll-1 



FIGURE 4-14. tayout of CeiI3-1 



Table 4-1 presents estimated area values for the pass logic mues, along with mea- 

sured area values for the standard CMOS cells. The normalized values are used in BDDMAP for 

efficiency of preseotation. 

1 nand3-h. n o d h  11 3 1 0  1 

inv 1 

4.3.2 Timing Information 

Area 

1 73 -5 

nand4-h, nor4-h 

Timing information was extracted from the pass logic cells using analog simulation. 

Normalized 

1 -0 

l 390.6 I 5.3 1 

Of particular interest are the rise and fa11 delays through the cells fiom the pass inputs to the ce11 

TABLE 4-1. Area values for cell libraty 

output. The delay from the control inputs to the ce11 output is not considered because BDDMAP 

only implernents a single level of Iogic at this stage in development. That is to Say, control inputs 

on al1 the cells will be fed from primary inputs only; there will not be a situation where a ce11 out- 

put is driving a control input, therefore, control to output delays are neglected. 

The rise delay, tplh, is defined for an input signal causing a Iow-to-high output transi- 

tion as the tirne from when the input signal is at 50% of its final value to the time when the output 



signal has reached 50% of its final value. The fa11 delay, tphl, is defined sirniiarly for an input sig- 

nal causing a high-to-low output transition. An example of these delays is shown in Figure 4- 15. 

Vdd 

50% Vdd 

FIGURE 4-15. Example of rise delay (tplh) and fall deIay (tphI) 

The circuit used to extract the delay information is s h o w  in Figure 4-16. The control 

inputs C* are connected to V d W s s  as necessary such that there is an open path from the input 

being tested to the output. The pass input being tested is connected to a voltage source that pro- 

vides a pulse wavefom with a 0.511s rise and fall t h e .  The remainder of the pass inputs are con- 

nected to ground. The input signal is measured at node A, and the output signal is measured at 

FIGURE 4-14. Delay measurement circuit 

A 

Note that not al1 inputs of al1 pass logic cells must be tested. There are only three pos- 

' 

I 

sible configurations fiom the input of a pass ce11 to the output: one pass transistor followed by an 

inverter as shown in Figure 4- 17(a), two pass transistors followed by an inverter as shown in Fig- 

ure 4- 17(b), or three pass transistors followed by an inverter as shown in Figure 4- 17(c). There- 

P l  C* 

P2 
CeII Under Test B 

Load 



fore, only the nse and fa11 delays through these three configurations need to be measured for 

various toads. 

FIGURE 4-17. Pass ceIl delay testing configurations 

There iire two general types of load that a pass ce11 may have in this library. The first is 

straightforward and is a normal CMOS load, as when the load cell is one of the standard CMOS 

cells. The other type of load is when the ce11 being driven is a pass logic ce11 (NOTE: because the 

BDDMAP logic synthesis tool is in the very early stages of development. the capability to con- 

sider the effect of intercomect capacitances has not yet been added). The load then depends on 

the state of the control signals of the load cell. Since worst case delay values are desired, it is 

assumed for the purposes of this thesis that al1 pass transistors of the load ce11 are on; that is to Say 

there is an open path fiom the pass input of the load ce11 to the Ievel restoring inverter of that cell. 

With this assumption. there are still three possible pass logic loads as shown in Figure 4- 17. Ana- 

log simulation demonstrated that for the purposes of delay measurement, configurations (a), (b) 

and (c) were close to identical as loads, with a maximum difference of 10% in delay measure- 

ments between a load of 10x configuration (a) and a load of 1 Ox configuration (c). Therefore, for 

the purposes of delay measurement, configuration (b) was used as the unit load. 

Table 4-2 shows timing simulation results for pass cells and the phase correction 

inverter inv 1. Delay measurements were taken for 1,3,5, 8 and 1 O unit loads, as well as for a load 

of one phase correction inverter. Delay data for the standard CMOS cells was provided by CMC 



as part of the CMOSIS5 design kit [CMC97]. The timing information for the pass logic and stan- 

dard CMOS cells is used as the basis of the BDDMAP timing mode1 described in chapter 5. 

TABLE 4-2. Delay measurernents for ce11 Iibrary 

1 

Test Config 

1 pass + inv 
(a) 

2 pass + inv 
(b) 

3 pass + inv 
( c )  

inv l 

4.3.3 Power Information 

Power dissipation information was extracted for al1 cells in the library using analog 

simulation. The test circuit for the pass cells is s h o w  in Figure 4- 18. Pseudo-randorn patterns 

r u ~ i n g  at 20MHz with OSns rise/fall tirnes were applied to the pass and controt inputs (Vc, V 1, 

V7 and Vn) of the ce11 under test . Three separate supply voltage sources were used in the circuit. 

Vdd(Control) was the supply for the control inverters in the pass cell, Vdd(Output) was the supply 

for the level restoring inverter in the pass cell, and Vdd(L) was the supply for the load. The unit 

Delay (ns) 

tphl 

tplh 

t~lh 

Ph1 

W h  
[ph1 

W h  

load for power simulations was the phase correction inverter, inv 1. Current drawn from Vdd(Con- 

trol) and Vdd(Output) was recorded for simulation runs of 1OOps for each pass cell, which is 

equivalent to 2000 possible signal transitions on each ce11 input. Simulation runs were done for 

loads of 1,5 and 10 unit loads for each cell. Average DC current was calculated by applying a dis- 

crete Fourier transfomi (DFT) to each of the current wavefoms and calculating the value of the 

DFT at OHz. Multiplying this average current by the supply voltage (3.3V) gave the average 

power dissipated during the test run. The reason that separate power dissipation measurements 

Load (unit loads) 

1 

O. 15 

0.32 

0.30 

0.46 

0.48 

0.62 

0.013 

O. 165 

3 

0.17 

0.40 

0.33 

0.56 

0.52 

0.72 

0.025 

0.244 

5 

0.194 

0.50 

0.37 

0.67 

0.57 

0.85 

0.036 

0.336 

8 

0.23 

0.70 

0.43 

0.86 

0.65 

1 .O5 

0.052 

0.525 

1 O 

0.26 

0.84 

0.46 

1 .O 1 

0.70 

1 -2 

0.063 

0.667 

invl 

O. 154 

0.3 5 

0.3 1 

0.50 

0.487 

0.66 

0.0 16 

O. 154 



were made for control inverters and the level restoring inverter will be explained in the next chap- 

ter. 

FIGURE 4-18. Power dissipation measurement circuit for pass cells 

A similar setup was used to measure power dissipation of the phase correction inverter 

and the standard CMOS cells. This is shown in Figure 4-19. The only difference was that there 

was only one supply voltage for each cell under test. 

FIGURE 4-19. Power dissipation measurement circuit for invl and standard CMOS cells 

Table 4-3 shows power simulation results for the cell library components. Power dissi- 

pation measurements were taken for 1,s and 10 unit loads. For power calculations, a unit load 

(UL) is defined as one phase correction inverter, inv 1. This power dissipation information is used 

as the basis of BDDMAP power mode1 described in chapter 5.  
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Output Inverter 11 6.83 1 12.12 1 20.1 1 
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Ce1121 

Cell3-1 

I UL 

1 .O2 

5.47 
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Output Inverter 

Control Inverters 

Output Inverter 

Control Inverters 
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1 Cell4-1 
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Output Inverter 

TABLE 4-3. Power dissipation measurernents for ceIl library 
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Chapter 5 
Metric Extraction and Data Structures 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter presented the results of the characterization of the ce11 library 

used in this thesis. This chapter discusses how this characterization information is used to extract 

estimated area, delay and power dissipation metrics from circuits synthesized by the BDDMAP 

prograrn. The chapter also includes a description of the data structures used by the BDDMAP pro- 

=am in the synthesis process. * 

5.2 Metric Extraction 

Pnor to being able to optimize mappings. a synthesis tool must have some way of 

rneasuring design metrics such that the performance of various mappings may be compared 

against each other. For the BDDMAP program, the extracted metncs are area, delay and power 

dissipation. 

5.2.1 Area 

Extraction of area information fiom the design is the simplest of the three procedures. 

Area values for individual cells shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are nomalized to the area of the 

phase correction inverter. 

Library Cell 

Normalized 
Area 

1 I I  1 I I I 
TABLE 5-2. Normalized area values for phase correction inverter and standard CMOS cells 

Library Cell 

Normalized 
Area 
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TABLE 5-1, NormaIized area estimates for pass logic cells 

1-1 
2.86 

invl 

1 .O 

L h 2 - 2  
5.29 

nand2-h, 
nor2-h 

3.12 

3-1 
7.7 1 

oand3-hl 
nor3-h 

4.22 

4-19 4-23 
4-3,4-4 

7.7 1 

nand4-hl 
nor4-h 

5.3 1 

5-1,s-2 
10. 14 

6-1,6-2 
12.57 

7-1 
1 7.43 



A flowchart of the area extraction algorithm is s h o w  in Figure 5-1. To extract area 

information from an actual design, the list of pointers to output nodes generated during BDD cov- 

ering is used. At each output node in the BDD, information about which ce11 is mapped to that 

node and whether or not there is a phase correction inverter on the output of the ceil is available. 

Therefore, to extract area information about the circuit, one need only cycle through the list of 

output nodes and sum the area contribution from each node. 

Set totaI area to zero + 
Select first node h m  
output node list. 

Add area of ce11 mapped to 
current output node to total 1 

output node list. 

' V I  I&I l 
inverter to total 

ore output nodes' A 
FIGURE 5-1. BDDMAP area extraction algorithm 

5.2.2 Delay 

The delay model used for this project is a pin-dependent mode1 similar to that used by 

the Sequential Interactive System (SIS) and Synopsys Design Analyzer [Cha92]. Using this 

model, the delay through a given Iibrary ce11 is given by: 
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where dfiVg, is the gate delay fiom input i to the output of gate g, tBg, is the intnnsic (or O-load) 

gate delay fiom input i to the gate output, Rkg) is the drive strength of gate g corresponding to a 

signal transition at input i, and Cg is the load capacitance seen at the output of gate g. In order to 

improve the accuracy of delay calculations, equation components are hrther broken down to 

reflect the difference in gate delay times for high-low (fall) and low-high (rise) output transitions. 

Therefore, the actual formulas used for gate delay calculations are: 

In designing the overall timing mode1 for BDDMAP, some simplifying assumptions 

are made: 

a. since only a single level of logic is implemented, control signal to output delays 
can be ignored. Consider the exarnple s h o w  in Figure 5-2 in which c 1 to c4 are 
the primary input signals driving the control inputs of the pass cells and p 1 to p4 
are the pass signals. Assuming that al1 primary input signals transition at the same 
time (ie. on a clock edge), the delay through a circuit c m  then be calculated using 
only the pass signal to output delays through the pass cells. 

h lmc  Extnction and D m  Structures 

FIGURE 5-2. Sample single-level pass logic cct 



b. the second assurnption is that the input capacitance of al1 pass logic cells is equiva- 
lent, as descnbed in chapter 3 

To calculate the low to high transition arriva1 time at the output of a given library ce11 

g mapped to BDD node n, the following equation is used: 

A sllnilar equation is used for high to low transition arriva1 times: 

Refemng to the above equations, the amval tirne of a low-high (high-Iow) signal transition at the 

output of ce11 g through input i is equal to the rise (fall) delay through gate g plus the amval time 

of a high-low (low-high) signal transition at the output of the gate dnving input i. Once low-high 

(high-Iow) amval times are calculated for each input to gate g, the worst-case an-ival t h e  is 

selected and saved as the low-high (high-low) arriva1 tirne for gate g. As an example. consider 

Ce11 1-1 (c) from Figure 5-2. The nse arriva1 time at Oc through i 1 c will be equal to the fa11 amval 

time of Ce11 1-l(a) plus the rise delay through Ce11 IJc) from i Ic to Oc. Similarly, the rise amval 

time through i2c will be equal to the fa11 arriva1 t h e  of Ce11 1-l(b) plus the nse delay through 

CeIl 1-1 (c) from i2c to Oc. The overall rise delay for gate Ce11 1-l(c) will then be the greater of 

the previous two values. 

In the BDDMAP program, there are three separate times when delay information is 

calculated. The first is during the pre-covering optimization routine. The details of this calcula- 

tion will be covered in the next chapter. The second time is after placement of phase correction 

inverters in the covering of the BDD. The final thne is when design metrics are recalculated afier 

insertion of the standard CMOS cells in the final design. The same routine is used for the final two 

calculations and is shown in Figure 5-3. 



(Start (BDD node passed in)) 

Select first input of gate 1 mamed to node 

Calculate nse and fa11 delays 
) from this input to gate output 

ecursive cal1 to dela 
calc routine for gate 

ving current input 
1 

Select next input A Arriva1 times at input are 
) amval times of input gate 

7 1 plus delay through invener 1 

rise-cielay(curr gate) + 

fall-delay(curr gate) + 
rise-amival at input 

- - 

- i 
1 Save arrival values for this i/p 1 

N 

Select max amiva1 times and Save times and i/p's 
they came from in node data structure 

&Tl 
FIGURE 5-3. Delay calculation algorithm 

The delay calculation routine outlined above is called once for each primary output of 

a design. The critical output is then easily determined by finding the output with the latest amval 
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time. As well, since a record of worst case inputs for each mapped ce11 is kept in the BDD node's 

data structure, it is a trivial matter to trace out the critical path through the design by starting at the 

critical output node and following the worst case inputs through until a primary input was 

reached. 

5.2.3 Power 

5.2.3.1 Background 

As discussed in chapter 2, there are three sources of power dissipation in CMOS tech- 

nology, arising From: 

a. switc hing (dynamic) currents; 

b. short-circuit currents; and, 

c. leakage currents. 

Of the three, the switching component is the only one which remains substantial if proper design 

techniques are followed. This is tme for the pass logic library gates as well and will be the only 

component of power dissipation considered in the calculations. 

In the pass cells, the majority of power dissipation occurs during switching of the 

inverters contained in each cell. In general, the amount of energy dissipated by a CMOS logic 

gate each time its output changes is roughly equal to the change in energy stored in the gate's out- 

put capacitance. If the gate is part of a synchronous digital system controlled by a global clock. 

the average power dissipated by the gate is given by: 

where P denotes the average power, a is the activity factor, CL is the load capacitance, Vdd is 

the supply voltage, and f is the average data rate. Ali of the above parameters can be determined 

h m  technology or circuit layout information except a, which depends on both the logic function 

being performed and the statistical properties of the prirnary inputs. Clearly, the main difficulty in 
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developing a power caIculation capability is determining how to calculate a for al1 the g t e s  in a 

given design. 

Prior to discussing actual implementation, a few simpliQing assumptions are made 

and some ternis to be used in BDDMAP power calculations are clarified. To begin with, since this 

is only to be a rough estimate of power dissipation, a zero-delay gate mode1 is assumed where al1 

signal delays through a gate are assumed to be zero, and signal transitions due to glitching are 

ignored. As well, it is assumed that al1 primary inputs are uncorrelated, and that each is a wave- 

f o m  in tirne whose value is either zero or one, changing instantaneously at global dock edges. 

O0 O 1  Transition probabilities for signal transitions 0->O, O-> 1, 1->O and 1-> 1 are denoted by p , p . 
and and are defined as: 

where i, is the value of signal i at t h e  t and iWl is the value of signal i one clock cycle later. The 

static probabilities for a given signal can be derived fiom the transition probabilities and for the 

same signal i are defined as: 

where pizero is the probability that at any given t h e  signal i is 0, and pione is the probability that at 

any given time signal i is 1. For primary inputs, it is assumed that successive input vectors are 

uncorrelated, and a O or 1 are equally likely. Therefore, for primary input signals, al1 transition 

probabilities may be assurned to be 0.25, and al1 static probabilities to be 0.5. 

Activity factor a for a given gate is the expected nurnber of O-> 1 transitions there will 

be on the output of the gaie in any given clock cycle. It c m  also be thought of as the probability 

that there will be a 0->I transition on the output of that gate during one dock cycle. This is equiv- 
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alent to the O-> 1 transition probability defined previously, and denoted for gate g by p2'. Consid- 

ering a ?-input AND gate, its output will change between clock cycle t and t+ l if 

( i l ( t )  4 2 ( t ) )  û3 ( i l ( t + l )  4 2 ( t + l ) )  = 1 (5.9) 

where i 1 (t), i2(t), i 1 (t+ 1 ) and i2(t+ 1 ) are the inputs to the AND gate at clock cycle t and t+ l 

respectively. Considenng only the O-> 1 transition probability, the result is: 

O 1 0 1 one 
Po = ( P i 1  P i 2  +Pi, 

Substituting values of .25 for transition probabilities and .5 for static probabilities, the final value 

for a = Poo'= 0.1875. 

Calculating transition probabilities, therefore, is fairly straightforward for a gate where 

al1 the inputs are pnmary input signals with known statistics. Obviously, in any given digital cir- 

cuit, this is not always the case. A method is now needed to propagate the transition probabilities 

through the circuit, such that power calculations may be made for al1 gates in the design. Fortu- 

nately, the BDD representation used in this project is well-suited to this. 

Consider y=f(xl, ..., x,) to be any Boolean function. Assume XI, .... x, to be independent 

variables with known signal probabilities. By Shannon's expansion, 
- 

y = x1 - f r l  +x l  .f- 
X I  

(5.11) 

where f,, = f(1, xz, ..., x,) and f;r = f(0, xz, ..., x,) are the cofactors o f f  with respect to x, .  The 

transition probability of y is then: 

Since the cofactors of xi do not depend on xi, and since al1 variables are independent: 
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This equation shows how the BDD representation of a function can easily be used tu evaluate 

P(y). The two nodes that are descendants of y in the BDD correspond to the cofactors o f f  in equa- 

tion (5.1 3). The probability of the cofactors can then be expressed in the same way, in tems of 

their descendants. Therefore, a post-order traversal of the BDD with evaluation of P(.) at every 

node is al1 that is required to propagate transition probabilities throughout a design. 

Y I 

FIGURE 5-4. Sample BDD section 

Consider now the section of BDD s h o w  in Figure 5-4. Assume that the transition 

probabilities are known for nodes N2 and N3, and that xl is a prirnary input signal, implying that 

its probabilities are known as well. The next stage is to calculate the transition probabilities for 

the output of node N 1. Examining a O-> 1 transition on the output of node N 1, there are four situa- 

tions in which this transition may occur over the course of one dock cycle: 

a. the output of node N2 is 1, the output of node N3 is O and x 1 changes From O to 1 : 

b. the output of node N2 is 0, the output of node N3 is 1 and X I  changes from 1 to O; 

c. x 1 "transitions" 1-> 1. and the output of node N2 changes from O to 1; and, 

d. x 1 "transitions" 0->O and the output of node N3 changes from O to 1. 

Let pNXn represent the probability that the output of BDD node Nx will transition r->s over one 

dock cycle; let p," represent the probability that variable x will transition r->s over one clock 

cycle. Therefore, the O-> 1 transition probability of node N 1 in Figure 5-4 is: 

0 1 ( O 1  1 1 )  ( 01 00) 
P.,, = ( P ~ P ~ ; ; D - P ~ I )  + ( P ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  + P , V ~  - p,r i + p.v3 - PI 1 (5- 14) - -  
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Similarly. the remaining transition probabilities for node N 1 c m  be expressed in terms of the tran- 

sition probabilities of nodes N2 and N3 and variable x 1: 

As an exarnple, consider again the 2-input AND function discussed previously. ï h e  

BDD representing y=xlx2 is shown in Figure 5-5. Since node N2 is a primary input. the transition 

probabilities for the node are the same as the transition probabilities for variable x2, ie. p~~~ 

=pen = 0.25. The transition probabilities for node O are al1 O, except for Pooo=l. Therefore, to get 

the O-> 1 transition probability for y, find the 0->1 transition probability for node N 1 by applying 

equation (5.14): 

Note that this is the same result obtahed previously for the O-> 1 transition probability of the AND 

function using equation (5.10). 

FIGURE 5-5. BDD for y = xlxZ 
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5.2.3.2 Load Dependent Power Calculation 

The model used to estimate power dissipation for pass logic cells is separated into two 

components. The first component is the power dissipated by the control signal inverters. Refemng 

to the schematic of Ce112-1 shown in Figure 5-6, ICI and Icz are the control inverters for the cell. 

It has already been established that in designs generated by BDDMAP, a11 pass logic control 

inputs are fed by primary input signals. Assurning al1 input signals have the sarne statistics. the 

activity factor a for al1 control inverters is then the same. regardless of where in the circuit the 

pass logic ce11 is located. Similady, exarnining the schematic in Figure 5-6, it is apparent that the 

load on al1 of the control inverters is the same as well. Therefore, for a given input signal fre- 

quency. the average power dissipation for the control inverters of any given pass logic ce11 is con- 

stant, regardless of the load on the ce11 or the activity factor for the ce11 output. This is supported 

by the simulation results reported in chapter 4. This component of the power dissipation model is 

referred to as control inverter power (P,). 

FIGURE 5-6. Celi2-1 schematic 

The second component of the power dissipation mode1 concerns the power dissipated 

by the Ievel restoring output inverter. This is inverter Io in Figure 5-6. Based upon the simulation 

results, two components of power dissipation for each cell were calculated and adjusted to repre- 

sent average power dissipation of the output inverter per O-> 1 transition. The approach used is 

similar to the method used to calculate the load-dependent delay through a cell. For power calcu- 

lations, the first component was zero-load power dissipation, poload, and the second was the load 

dependent power dissipation, pld. Given these two values for a library cell, for the BDD node 
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the ce11 is mapped to. and the load driven by the ce11 (CL), the average power dissipation of the 

level restoring inverter of that ce11 is given by: 

The average power dissipation for a pass logic ce11 is then given by the sum of the control inverter 

power and the output inverter power. Load capacitance CL is assumed to be in t ems  of unit loads. 

For power measurements, a unit load is defined to be the input capacitance of one phase correc- 

tion inverter cell, inv 1. Note that the same equation can be used to calculate average power dissi- 

pation for the standard CMOS cells in the library, except the value of P, will be zero. 

( + C L - P 1 d ) - p O 1  Pu,., = Pc+ PIo = <+ pofoad (5.20) 

The power mode1 cornponents poload and pld are generated by performing a least- 

square fit on the power dissipation values generated for each library ce11 for 1, 5 and 10 LJL load. 

with the y-intercept being poload and the dope being pld. The results shown in Table 5-3 represent 

average power dissipation per O-> 1 transition of the cell, with load values assurned to be in tems 

of unit loads. 

I 11 Power Mode1 Componenîs 

Library CeIl 

Ce117-1 

inv 1 

nand.2-h 

nor2-h 
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? 

~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ( ~ \ y )  

nand3-h 

nor3-h 
L 

- - -  - 

28.45 1 

4.778 

10.085 

9.87 1 

P ~ ~ ( ~ W R I L )  

TABLE 5-3. Power mode1 values for ce11 library for 20MHz data rate 
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5.2.3.3 Load Catculation 

Two general types of load are possible for any given ce11 in a BDDMAP design. The 

first type is the input capacitance of a standard CMOS cell. These loads are dependent only on the 

size of the transistors in the load ce11 and are expressed as values normalized to the input capaci- 

tance of the unit load, hv1. The input capacitance of the standard CMOS cells was determined 

through analog simulation to be equal to 1.43 unit loads. 

The second type of load is the input capacitance of a pass logic cell. Figure 5-7 shows 

that there are a vanety of possible loads, depending on the current state of the control inputs. For 

example. Figure 5-7(a) shows two possible load values for a one pass transistor input Pl. A dnv- 

ing ce11 will see load L 1 if control signal C 1 tums off the pass transistor, and it will see load L2 if 

control signal C 1 turns on the pass transistor. Similady, there are three possible load values for 

two pass transistor input P2 show in Figure 5-7(b): load L1 if the first pass transistor is off, load 

L3. if the first pass transistor is on and the second is off, and Load L4 if both pass transistors are 

on. Finally, there are four possible load values for three pass transistor input P3 shown in Figure 

5-7(c): load L 1 if the first pass transistor is off, load L3 if the first pass transistor is on and the sec- 

ond off, load L5 if the first two pass transistors are on and the third is off, and load L6 if al1 three 

pass transistors are on. Values for L 1 to L6 were determined by analog simulation and are listed in 

Table 5-4, normalized to the load value for the unit load. 

FIGURE 5-7. Pass logic ceIl inputs as loads 



There are 6 different load values possible when a library ce11 drives a pass ce11 as a 

load. These load values are dependent on the type of pass logic input being driven as well as on 

the state of the control signals on the pass transistors of that input. It is assurned that al1 primary 

input signals are independent and that it is equally probable that a given primary input is O or I at 

Load Value (normalized 
to unit load ) 

any given time. This is denoted with p,, ' = p$ = 0.5, where pc,l represents the probability that 

control signal Cx is a 1 and p,2 represents the probability that control signal Cx is a O. Since al1 

TABLE 5-4. Pass ce11 input load vaIues 

Load Type 

connol inputs to pass cells are primary input signals, equivalent load values for pass ce11 inputs 

can be calculated based on load values L 1 to L6 and the statistics of the prïrnary input signals. 

These equivalent load values are denoted by Lpx, which represents the equivalent load of pass 

L1 

0.055 

input Px from Figure 5-7. The equations used to calculate the equivalent loads are shown in equa- 

tions (5.2 I ), (5.22) and (5.23). 
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L2 

1 .O3 

W 

0.22 

L4 

1.23 

LS 

0.73 

L6 

1 -49 



Substituting values into equations (5.2 1 ), (5.22) and (5.23) results in equivalent load values as 

shown in Table 5-5. 

TABLE 5-5. Equivalent load values for pass ceil inputs 

Equivalent load vaIue 
(nonnalized to load 
value of inv 1 ) 

5.2.3.4 BDDMAP Implementation 

The first stage in the extraction of power dissipation data in the BDDMAP pro_marn is 

to calculate transition probabilities for al1 the nodes in the BDD. As was stated previously, these 

can be calculated for any BDD node given the transition probabilities of the control variable and 

the children (descendants) of the node. A post order traversal of the BDD is done as part of the 

BDDMAP initialkation process and transition probabilities are calculated according to the fol- 

lowing guidelines: 

Pass ce11 input type 

a. Node O - this is one of the two terminal nodes of a BDD, representing the value O. 

AI1 transition probabilities are set to O, except poOO=l ; 

P l  

0.5 15 

b. Node 1 - this is the other terminal node of a BDD, representing the value 1. AI1 

transition probabilities are set to O, except pl  '= 1; 

c. Primary input node - this is a node with termina1 nodes for both children. All tran- 
sition probabilities are set to 0.25; and, 

P2 

0.39 

d. Other nodes - transition probabilities are calculated as per equations (5.14). (5.15). 
(5.16), (5.17). 

P3 

0.36 

To extract power information from an actual design, the list of pointers to output nodes 

generated during BDD covering is used. At each output node, information about which ce11 is 

mapped to that node, transition probabilities and whether or not there is a phase correction 

inverter on the output of the ce11 is available. Therefore, to extract power information about the 

circuit, one need only to cycle through the list of output nodes and to sum the power contribution 

from each node. This algorithm is summarized by the fiowchart shown in Figure 5-8. 
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Set totaI power to zero e 
- -- 

Calculate power for ce11 mapped 
to current node using eqn (2 1). 
Add to total power. 

1 Select next node h m  ( i Calculate power for inverter 
Y uing eqn (2 1 ) and add to 

total power. 
I 

FIGURE 5-8. BDDMAP power extraction algorithm 

5.3 Node Data Structures 

The data stnicture used by the original BDD function package to represent each node 

of a BDD provides the capability for the addition of a user data structure in addition to the mini- 

mum required by the BDD package. The user data structure used by the BDDMAP program is 

shown in Figure 5-9. 
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output 

fanout 

fanout-map 
inv-fanout 

- 

prirnary-input 

inverted 
cel l-type 

cellmap 

31 302928 ...................-.....-+ 2 1 O 
t 

fanout-nodes 

fanout-nodes-i p 

I inputs 1 

I use-inv 1 

FIGURE 5-9. User data structure for BDDMAP program 

a. output: an integer indicating whether the BDD node is mapped to the output of a 
library cell. It has three possible values: O indicates the node is not mapped to the 
output of a library cell, 1 indicates the node is mapped to the output of a library 
cell, and 2 indicates the node is mapped to the output of a library ce11 and is also a 
prknary output for the system (ie. one of the root nodes of the BDD); 

b. fanout: an integer representing the nurnber of fanouts of the BDD node; 

c. fanout-map: an integer representing the actual fanout of a library ce11 mapped to 
the BDD node. This may be different fiom fanout because of logic duplication in a 
design; 

d. hvfanorrt: an integer representing the actual fanout of the phase correction 
inverter added to the output of the library ce11 mapped to this BDD node. This is 
only relevant if there is a phase correction inverter present on the ce11 output; 
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e. p-01. p-00. p-10, p-11: double precision floating point variables representing the 
transition probabilities at output of the BDD node; 

f. primary-iaput: a Boolean variable indicating whether the BDD node is a prllnary 
input or not. Conditions for a primary input are that both children of the BDD node 
are terminal nodes (O or 1); 

g.  inverted: a Boolean variable indicating the BDD node is an inverted primary input. 
Conditions for an inverted primary input are that the then child node is terminal 
node O and the else child node is terminal node 1 ; 

h. ce[/-rype: an integer in which each of the first thirteen low order bits represents one 
of the thirteen possible pass logic library cells. When a bit position is 1, it indicates 
that the corresponding ce11 could be mapped to this node; 

i. ce[[-map: an integer representing the actual library ce11 selected to be mapped to 
this node; 

j .  spice-node: an integer representing the spice node number associated with the 
BDD node. Each node in the BDD has a uniqe spice node numbec 

k. spice-node-name: character string representing the spice nodee name of the BDD 
node. This is usually the name of the top variable narne for the node; 

1 .  fanout-nodes: an array of pointers to BDD nodes that use the output of this node as 
an input. This is required for accurate load calculations for a library ce11 mapped to 
the node; 

m. fanout-nodes&: an array of integers indicating which input of the nodes listed in 
fanout-nodes use the output of this node as an input; 

n. rnerged-nodes: an array of pointers to BDD nodes listing ail the BDD nodes 
merged by the current ce11 mapping to this node; 

o. inputs: an array of pointers to BDD nodes listing al1 the BDD nodes that are inputs 
to the current ce11 mapping; 

p. outpu[-state: a character variable indicating the state of the output of a ce11 mapped 
to this node. This variable is used when placement of phase correction inverters is 
determined, and will be discussed fiuther in the next chapter; 

q. inv-udded: a Boolean variable indicating whether or not a phase correction 
inverter has been added to the output of the library ce11 mapped to this node; 

r. use-inv: an a m y  of Boolean variables indicating whether to use the inverted or 
non-inverted signal for the inputs of the library ce11 mapped to this node; 

S. mar_delay_lh, rnax-delay-hl: double precision floating point variables represent- 
ing worst case signal amval tùnes at the output of the library ce11 mapped to the 
BDD node for low-high and hi@-low ce11 output transitions; 

t. ip_maï_de[ay-lh, @-mm-del-hl: integers identiQing which input through the 
library cell provided the worst case arriva1 times at the ce11 output; 
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u. dei-ioad. dei-load-inv: double precision fioating point variables representing the 
load present on the ce11 output and phase correction inverter output for the purpose 
of delay calculations; 

v. pwr_loud, pwr-ioad-inv: double precision floating point variables representing the 
load present on the ce11 output and phase correction inverter output for the purpose 
of power calculations; 

W. power: a double precision floating point variable representing the power dissipated 
by the ce11 mapped to this node, including the power dissipation of the phase cor- 
rection inverter on the ce11 output if applicable; and, 

x. dei-cm: a pointer to the first element of the delay curve list for this BDD node. 
Delay curves are used for mapping optimization and will be explained in the next 
c hap ter. 
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Chapter 6 
BDDMAP Program Algorithms 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the algorithms used in the BDDMAP program. First, a brief 

description of the sofhnrare package used to generate BDDs fiom SOP form equations is provided. 

This is followed by a presentation of the overall algorithm used by BDDMAP. Finally, individual 

stages of the algorithm are described in greater detail. 

6.2 BDD Generation 

A set of BDD generation and manipulation routines written in C that were developed 

at the Technical University of Eindhoven (TUE) are descnbed in [Jan94]. These routines include 

a parser and lexical analyzer that read in Boolean equations in SOP format From a file and gener- 

ate a BDD. The package can generate multiple root BDDs, and implements the dynamic variable 

ordering algorithm of [Jan95]. As this software package is freely available for public use, it was 

selected for use in this project. 

6.3 Overall BDDMAP Algorithm 

The overall algorithm for the BDDMAP program is s h o w  in Figure 6- 1. The first 

stage of the program is the generation of the multiple root BDD fi-om the SOP equations used to 

describe the logic to be synthesized. The generation of the BDD is done entirely by the package 

fiom TUE. The resulting BDD is passed in to the BDDMAP program as an m a y  of pointers to 

the root nodes of the generated BDD. Once the BDD is generated, the BDDMAP program initial- 

izes the data structure for each node. Two separate passes are made through the matchingkover- 

ing phases of the algorithm. In the first pass, there is no duplication of logic in the mapping. This 

is accomplished by limiting the allowable library ce11 matches at a given BDD node. In the second 

pass, logic duplication is allowed. The results of the two passes are saved, and the best result is 

selected From al1 the possible mappings. The best result is defined as the mapping that meets the 

delay requirements, as specified by the user, at the lowest cost. Once the best mapping is selected. 
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the phase correction inverters are inserted in the mapping. The final stage of the mapping is to 

check if there are any pass logic cells that may be replaced by the standard CMOS cells. A stan- 

dard CMOS ce11 will only replace a pass logic ceIl if the arriva1 time at the cell output is not 

increased and the cost of the mapping is less than with the pass logic cell. When the standard 

CMOS ce11 remapping is complete, a VHDL netlist is generated and saved in a file and the 

BDDMAP program exits.The various stages of the program will now be explained in greater 

detail. 
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Generate multiple root 

icitialize program and 
node data stmctures 

Determine al1 possible 
matches at each node 
(no duplication) 

I 

Generate BDD coverings 
for al1 points on delay-cost structures at BDD nodes. 
curve of critical oumut 

Generate delay-cost 
curves used for circuit 
optimization 

Extract mehics for each 

4 I 

1 cover and Save results I 
I 

Select best cover and remap 
I 

Determine critical o/p 

Standard CMOS ceII remapping ; 

Determine a11 possible 
matches at each node 
(allowing duplication) 

1 Generate VHDL netlist ( 

* 

&-- 
FIGURE 6-1. OveralI 0ow of BDDMAP program 
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During prograrn initialization, each node of the BDD is visited via a post-order tra- 

versa1 and the user data structure for the node is initialized to known values. Fanout for each node 

is also determined during this traversal of the BDD. As each node is visited, the fanout variable of 

each of its children is incrernented. At the end of the traversal, the value of the fanout variable at 

each node accurately represents the fanout of that node. 

6.3.2 Matching 

In the matching phase of the prograrn, each node of the BDD is again visited in a post- 

order traversal. At each node, al1 of the library cells that could possibly cover the sub-graph 

rooted by this node are determined and saved in the node's data structure. To determine possible 

matches. the pattem graph representing each library ce11 is tested for equivalence against the sub- 

graph rooted by the node under consideration. If they are equivalent, a fiag representing the 

library ce11 is set in the node data structure. 

FIGURE 6-2. Possible library ce11 matches for node a 

As an example, consider the section of BDD shown in Figure 6-2(a). The BDDs in (b), 

(c), (d) and (e) represent pattern graphs for Ce11 1-1, Ce112-1, Cell2-2 and Ce113-1. During the 

first pass of the BDDMAP program, duplication of logic is not allowed. Therefore, multiple 

fanout nodes in the BDD are treated as leaf nodes, and are not allowed to be intemal to a cell map- 

ping (except as the ce11 output). If BDD node a is the node under consideration, pattem graphs (b) 

and ( c )  are the only acceptable matches. This is because BDD node b has a fanout of 2 and must 
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therefore be treated as a leaf node. In the second pass of the BDDMAP program. logic duplication 

is allowed, so pattern graphs (d) and (e) are also acceptable matches for BDD node a. 

Figure 6-3 shows two tests that are performed on a possible library ce11 match at a 

BDD node to ensure a valid match. The first test checks for overlapped nodes within a possible 

match. This is s h o w  in the sample BDD section s h o w  in (a). If node a is the node under consid- 

eration, the matching algorithm will initially identiQ Ce117-1 as one possible match. The pattern 

graph for Ce117-1 is shown in (b). Node e in the sample BDD is an overlapped node in that it is a 

child node of both nodes b and c. Therefore, Ce117-1 is not accepted as a possible match for node 

a. The second test checks for ce11 inputs coming from within the ce11 itself. This is shown in the 

sample BDD section shown in (c). If node g is the node under consideration, the matching algo- 

ritlm will initially identify Ce113-1 as a possible match. The pattern graph for Ce113-1 is shown in 

(d). Node h in the sample BDD has node i as one of its inputs. Since node i is intemal to the pos- 

sible match, Cell3-l is not accepted as a possible match for node g. 

FIGURE 6-3. Validity tests for library ceil matcbing 

6.3.3 Optimization of BDD Mapping 

The technology mapping problem can be summarized as follows: Given a Boolean 

network representing a combinational logic circuit optirnized by technology independent synthe- 

sis procedures, and given a target library, nodes in the network are bound to gates in the library 

such that some cost function related to the mapping is minûnized and timing constraints are satis- 
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fied[Cha92]. One solution to this problem put fonvard in [Keu87] was to reduce technology map- 

ping to DAG covering, and to approximate DAG covering by a sequence of tree coverings. This 

was successfully implemented in prograrns such as DAGON and MIS. The approach is well 

suited to this thesis as well, since the technology independent BDD representation is already a 

DAG. Techniques described in Pes931 and [Cha92] improved on this by breaking the technol- 

ogy rnapping procedure into two steps. In the first step, delay functions were computed that cap- 

tured trade-offs between arriva1 tirne and some cost function for al1 nodes of a NAND- 

decomposed network. In the second step, a mapping solution was generated based on the com- 

puted delay functions and the required times at the prirnary outputs. The mapping optimization 

approach used in BDDMAP was designed in a sirnilar fashion. 

6.3.3.1 Terminology 

Consider a match of some library ceil g at node a 1 of a BDD shown in in F@re 6-4- 

The nodes a 1, b 1 and b2 which are covered by match g are denoted by merged(a 1 ,g). The nodes 

which are not in merged(a 1 ,g), but fanin to it, are denoted by inputs(a 1 ,g). These nodes are d 1, d2. 

d3 and 64. 

FIGURE 6-4. BDD section showing possible cell match at node a l  

For each node in the BDD a delay curve is generated. Each point on the curve repre- 

sents a specific gate match and set of input bindings for the node, along with amval time at the 

output of the node and the total cost required to map the sub-graph rooted by this node up to and 

including the node. The cost fùnction used is: 
u H' 

c = ,DO weSW - are4 (6.1) 
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where power is the sum of power dissipation of mapped cells from prirnary inputs to the node 

under consideration. area is the total area of mapped cells from primary inputs to the node under 

consideration, pw is the power weighting factor (specified by the user) and aw is the area weight- 

ing factor (specified by the user). The anival t h e  t is the earliest t h e  at which the signal at the 

output of the node settles within 50% of its final value (due to a signal transition at some prirnary 

input). The delay curve is therefore represented by a set of ordered pairs of real positive numbers 

(t. c). Points on the curve represent various rnapping solutions with different tradeoffs between 

cost and speed. Figure 6-5 shows a sample delay curve for a BDD node. Since the goal of the 

BDDMAP prograrn is a minimum cost mapping that meets user-specified delay constraints, a 

point P2 on the delay curve can be dropped if there exists another point P 1 with lower cost but 

equal or lower delay. This is possible because the solution associated with P 1 is superior to the 

solution associated with the inferior point P2 in ternis of cost, delay or both. In general. point 

P* = (t*, c*) is a non-inferior point if and only if there does not exist a point P = (t. c )  such that 

either t <= t*, c < c*, t < t*, c <= c*. 

cost 

Delay 

FIGURE 6-5. Sample delay curve 

6.3.3.2 Delay Curve Data Structure 

As a result of the need for a versatile and dynamic data structure, a linked list was 

selected to represent the delay curve at each node. The structure of each list element is shown in 

Figure 6-6. 
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delay (high-low) 

delay (low-high) 
--- -- 

critical input (high-low) I 
- - -  -- 

critical input (low-hi&) r 

1 input nodes l 

I input cuves 

1 next delay c w e  point 1 
1 previous delay curve point ~ 

FIGURE 6-6. Data structure for delay curve list element 

The first element of the data structure, gate, is an integer representing the gate mapped 

to the node under consideration. The value of this element has a range of O to 12, representing the 

pass logic cells in the ce11 library. Power is a double precision floating-point variable representing 

the sum of the power dissipation of this gate mapping and the power dissipation of each of the 

input nodes to the mapping. Power therefore represents the cumlative sum of power dissipation 

for the mapped sub-graph of the BDD rooted by the node under consideration. Similarly, area is a 

double precision floating point variable representing the sum of the area of the current gate and 

the area of each of the input nodes to the mapping. The two delay elements are also double preci- 

sion floating point variables representing the worst case signal arriva1 times at the output of the 

gate for high-low and low-high gate output transitions. The two critical input elements are inte- 

gen identiming which input through the gate provided these worst case arriva1 times. Cost is a 
C, 

double representing the cost of this mapping, calculated using equation (6.1). Inpur nodes is an 



array of pointers to the BDD nodes that are inputs to the gate mapping. lnprit crirves is an arny of 

pointers to the delay cuve elements of the input nodes that generated the arealpoweddelay infor- 

mation for this mapping. Finally, n m  and previous are pointers to the next and previous points in 

the current delay curve list structure. 

6 3 3 . 3  DeIay Curve Generation for BDD Node 

The delay curves for a given design are generated as part of a post-order traversa1 of 

the BDD representing the design. The overall algorithm applied to each BDD node n is show in 

Figure 6-7. At each node n in the BDD, a temporary delay curve is generated for each library ce11 

matching at n. The final delay curve for the node is then created by merging al1 the temporary 

delay curves for the node and deleting the inferior points. 

f BDD node n> 

Select first possible ceII 
Laifch at node 

Generate and store delay 
curve for match 

I 

) Select next ceIl match for 
node n 

Merge stored delay curves 

FIGURE 6-7.OveraII detay curve generation for BDD node a 



6.3.3.4 Delay Cuwe Generation for Single Match 

The algorithm for the generation of a delay curve for a single library ce11 match g at a 

given BDD node n is s h o w  in Figure 6-8. 

CeIl match g at BDD node + 
1 Select fint input node i 1 

of ce11 match g I 

Select first point pj on delay 
b curve of input node i 

r 1 
ip-delay = pj.delay + 

delay through input i of gate g 
Select next input 

- - - - - - - - - - 

Check delay curves of other input nodes 
to g for point pk where pkdelay <= pj.deIay 

and area is minimum. 

Delete inferior points 1 

Select next delay 

v 
( Done match g)  

Insen delay curve point at 
node n for match g with 
appropriate input bindings 

FIGURE 6-8. Delay curve generation single match at BDD node n 

curve pt pg for 
node i 1 
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Consider the application of the algorithm to the situation shown in the BDD section in Figure 6-9. 

This shows a possible match of ce11 1-1 at node a 1. The input nodes for this match are b 1 and c 1. 

The delay curves for nodes b 1 and c 1 are known and are presented in the figure. 

Cost 

a . ,  

Delay 
1 : ; ;  

Delay 

FIGURE 6-9. BDD section with possible ceill-1 match at node al 

Following the algorithm. node b 1 is selected as the first input node for the match at 

node a 1. Point v is then selected as the h s t  point on the delay curve for node b 1. The delay 

(amval time) at the output of node a l  through input 1 can then be calculated by adding the delay 

for point v to the gate delay through input 1 of ce11 1-1. Proceeding to the next input. node c 1. a 

point on the delay curve with minimum cost that has a deiay less than or equal to the delay calcu- 

Iated for point v of node b 1 is sought. In this case. y is the best point as it meets the delay require- 

ment and has minimum cost (point x also meets the delay requirement, but has a higher cost than 

point y). If there was no acceptable point on the delay c w e  for node c 1. point v would be dis- 

carded and the algonthm would proceed to point w and continue. However, since a valid match is 

found. a new point will be inserted in the temporary delay curve at node a 1 for this match. No 

effort is made at this point to deal with inferior points, but the temporary delay c w e  is con- 

structed in order of increasing delay to simplify deletion of inferior points after the cuve  is corn- 

plete. The process is now repeated for delay curve point w, and then for each point on the delay 

curve for node c 1. Once the entire temporary delay cuve is built for the current ce11 match at 

node a 1, the inferior points are deleted from the c w e .  Since the linked list representing the curve 

is constructed in order of increasing delay, any point that does not have a lower cost than the pre- 

vious point in the list is an infenor point and is deleted. The result is the complete delay curve for 

this match at node a 1. 



This process is repeated for each possible ce11 match at a given node. This results in as 

many temporary delay curves as there are library ce11 matches at the node. The final step for this 

node is to merge these ternporary curves into a final delay curve that represents al1 the possible 

matches at the node. This process is broken down into two separate steps. First, the temporary 

delay curves are merged into a single linked list in order of increasing delay. Second. the inferior 

points are deleted from the list in the same rnanner that they were for the ternporary curves. The 

end result is the delay curve for the curent node. 

633.5 ;Multiple Fanout Nodes 

DAG covering is known to be an NP complete problem [HatgO]. One suggested solu- 

tion is to partition the DAG into sub-trees at multiple fanout nodes and apply tree covering tech- 

niques to the resulting forest of trees. While this is guaranteed to provide a locally optimal 

covering for the sub-trees, the global cover is not guaranteed to be optimal. Instead. BDDMAP 

uses a heuristic suggested in [Cha92] and also used by SIS, the UC Berkeley logic synthesis sys- 

tem. For each node in the BDD, a delay c w e  is computed as described above. However, if the 

input for a candidate match at a given node is coming from a multiple fanout node, the cost value 

for that multiple fanout node is divided by the fanout of the node. This heuristic therefore permits 

tree boundary crossing only for nodes with relatively few fanouts. By reducing the cost contribu- 

tion of multiple fanout nodes, a solution in which multiple fanout nodes are preserved afier map- 

ping is favoured. This reduces logic duplication and improves the cost of the h a 1  mapping. 

6.3.4 Covering 

At the end of the post-order traversa1 of the BDD, each node in the BDD has a delay 

cume representing cost-delay tradeoffs of various coverings (mappings). The next stage in the 



synthesis process is to perfonn the actual covering of the BDD with the pass logic library cells. 

The algorithm for the overall covering process is shown in Figure 6- 10. 

( BDD with delay curves) 

Determine cri tical output 

C 
Sort remaining outputs in 
order of increasing min 

Cover BDD sections rooted b 

FIGURE 6-10. Overall covering algorithm for BDD 

Each stage of the algorithm will now be discussed in greater detail. 

6.3.4.1 Critical Output Identification 

To determine the critical output, the delay curves of each of the prirnary output nodes 

are examined. Since each delay curve is sorted in order of increasing delay (amval time). the first 

point of each delay curve represents the minimum input to output delay for the BDD rooted by 

that node. The critical output node will therefore be the node whose first delay curve element has 

the greatest delay tirne. 

Cost 

Delay Cost y-\..& 1 * - - L i - - & - -  -. 
* B .  . , *  
* I I  

1 2 3  

Delay 

FIGURE 6-11. Sample BDD outputs 

Delay 

with associated delay curves 
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As an example. consider the three BDD primary output nodes shown in Figure 6- 1 1. The delay 

curves associated with these nodes are depicted graphically by the chart adjacent to each node. As 

the delay cuve lists for any given node are sorted in order of increasing delay, points b 1. c 1 and 

dI are the first list elements of the three delay curves. Of these three points. it is evident from the 

charts that d 1 has the greatest delay. Therefore, output Od h m  BDD node d is identified as the 

cntical output of the three primary outputs. 

6.3.4.2 Output Sorting 

As stated in [Det87] ,[Cha92] and [Des931 the quality of the covenng solution for a 

multiple output circuit depends on the order in which the output cooes are processed (assuming 

there is shared logic between the BDDs rooted by the output nodes). ï h e  approach followed in 

BDDMAP is to cover the BDD rooted by the critical output node first, and then cover the remain- 

ing output nodes in order of decreasing minimum delay. Referring again to Figure 6- 1 1. Od is 

already identified as the critical output, therefore the BDD rooted by node d would be covered 

first. Refemng to the delay curves for nodes b and c, node b has the next largest minimum delay 

(point b 1). so the BDD rooted by node b is covered next. Finally, the BDD rooted by node c is 

covered. In the case of two or more output nodes with equal minimum delay, their BDDs will be 

covered in an arbitrary order. 



6.3.4.3 BDD Covering 

The next stage of the algorithm is the covering of the BDD. The covenng algorithrn 

uses a recursive process to cover the BDD in a pre-order traversa1 (parent nodes are covered 

before child nodes). A flowchart for the algorithm is shown in Figure 6- 12. 

DD node n , required ti 

Select library ceIl g for cover fiom 
delay curve based on required 
time at output of  nûde 

I Save inputs(n.g) and merged(n,g) 
in data structure of node n 

1 Select critical input node i from inputs(ngi 

Calculate required time ti at input i 

(-> 
FIGURE 6-12. Node covering algorithm 

T 

The node covenng routine takes as input the BDD node to be covered, n, and the 

Recursive cal1 to cover for input 

required arrival time at the output of the node. The required arrival tirne at a primary output of the 

Select next input i 

circuit is specified by the user in the program initialization stage. Therefore, when the covering 

node i, required time ti 

routine is called for the first node of a given output, the required time passed in will be that speci- 

fied by the user. Based on the required tirne passed in , the cover routine then selects the library 

cell represented by the best point on the delay curve as the cover for that node. For example. con- 



sider a covering starting at node c of Figure 6- 1 1. If the user specified a required amval time at 

circuit outputs of 2 tirne units, the best cover for node c would be the library ceIl represented by 

point c2 on the delay curve, because c2 represents the lowest cost cover that rneets the delay 

requirements (c 1 also meets the delay requirements, but at a higher cost than c2). 

Once library ce11 g has been determined to be the cover for a given node n. 

merged(n,g) and inputs(n,g) must be determined and saved in the node data structure of node n . 

This information will be used during the inverter placement and standard CMOS ce11 remapping 

routines in the later stages of the BDDMAP program. 

The next stage in the covering routine is to cover inputs(n,g). As was mentioned previ- 

ousiy, the order of covenng will influence the quality of the final solution. Therefore. the critical 

input node i, is selected as the first to be mapped. The critical input node is the input node with the 

worst-case arriva1 time resulting fiom the mapping of ce11 g at node o. The cntical input infoma- 

tion is already contained in the data structure of the delay curve point selected to cover node n, so 

no additional processing is required to select the critical input. Once the critical input c and criti- 

cal input node i, is determined, the required tirne for this node must be calculated as: 

rreq,, = rreq,, - dela-v ( g .  c )  (6-2)  

where treqi, is the required amval time at the output of node i,, treq, is the required arrival time at 

the output of node n, and delay(g, c) is the delay through ce11 g (mapped to node n) through input 

Following along the flowchart in Figure 6- 12, the next step is to check if input node i, 

is already mapped. If it is not, the covenng routine is called recursively for node i,, with required 

time as calculated with equation (6.2). If it is mapped, the arrival time for the mapping is checked 

to see if it meets the required arrival time. If it does, the algorithm continues to the next input of 

ce11 g. If it does not meet the timing requirements, it is remapped by calling the covering routine 

for node i, with the required tirne as calculated in equation (6.2). 



Once the cntical input is covered, the algorithm continues to the next input and the 

process is repeated until al1 of the inputs to ce11 g have been covered. At this point. the BDD 

rooted by node n has been completely covered. The BDD's rooted by the other primary output 

nodes are then covered in the sarne fashion until the entire BDD is covered. 

6.3.5 Insertion of Phase Correction Inverters 

As discussed in chapter 4, each pass logic ce11 has an inverter on its output. This 

inverter is necessary to restore the drop in pass signal voltage level across the pass transistors and 

to provide driving capability for the cells. As a result, the output signal fiom the library cells is the 

inverse of the logic function represented by the ce11 pattern graph that is used for matching and 

covering. Therefore. a method is required to correct phase differences in the covering such that 

the final circuit corresponds exactly to the logic circuit represented by the BDD. A trivial solution 

to this problern is to insert an additional inverter on the output of every pass logic ce11 in the cir- 

cuit. This approach, while simple to implement, is wasteful of area, speed and power. which 

makes it contrary to the stated goals of this thesis. Instead, an inverter insertion algorithm was 

designed to determine the minimum nurnber of inverters that would have to be inserted in any 

given circuit to provide phase correction. 

The inverter insertion algorithm is broken down into two separate stages: 

a. a post-order traversa1 of the BDD is done to determine the initial state of the output 
nodes in the BDD (an output node being a BDD node whose output corresponds to 
the output of a mapped library cell); and, 

b. a recursive state resolution routine is then used to insert inverters at appropriate 
places in the circuit to ensure correct phase of the primary outputs. 

6.3.5.1 Initial State Determination 

The initial state of the output of any given ce11 is broken d o m  into five separate possi- 

bilities: 

a. 'N' - this indicates that the output of the ce11 is not inverted (ie. in phase); 

b. '1' - indicates that the output of the ce11 is inverted; 



c. 'n' - indicates that the output of the ce11 is indeteminate, but that conversion to 
state 'N' is less costly in ternis of number of inverters required. Indeterminate 
states are explained in the following paragraphs; 

d. 'i' - indicates that the output of the ce11 is indeterminate, but that conversion to 
state '1' costs less; and, 

e. 'E' - indicates that the output of the cell is indeterminate, and the cost of conver- 
sion to state '1' or 'N' is the saine. 

In determining the state of any given cell, the following relation is used: 

île ( F. A. B )  = ire ( F. -1. B) (6.3 ) 

Figure 6- 13 depicts this relation graphically. As was stated previously, each BDD node 

represents an ire function and the solid dots indicate complement edges. Appiying this to the BDD 

cover, where all the ce11 outputs are already inverted, it becomes clear that a ce11 with al1 inputs in 

the '1' state will have an output in the 'N' state, and a ce11 with al1 inputs in the 'N' state will have 

an output in the '1' state. 

FIGURE 6-13. Graphic representation of equation (63)  

The initial state of any given ce11 is entirely dependent on the state of its inputs (hence 

the post-order traversal). The initial state of primary inputs is defined as 

a. 'O' or ' 1 ' - initial state defined as 'E'; 

b. Non-inverted prirnary input variable - initial state defined as 'N'; and, 

c. Inverted primary input variable - initial state defined as 'E' (since either state of the 
variable is available at that node). 
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The reasoning behind the assignment of the 'N' and '1' states is self-explanatory and 

will not be desctibed M e r  here. However, the assignment of 'n', 'i' and 'E' states requires hr -  

ther explanation. Consider the three library cells represented in Figure 6-14. 

FIGURE 6-14. Sample celi3-1 input configurations 

The UN'S on the inputs of these two cells represent the output state of the nodes dnving these 

inputs. Cell (a) has 3 of 4 inputs in the '1' state. Its output state is therefore 'n', indicating that the 

current state of the output is indeterminate (ie. the inputs are of mixed state), but it would cost less 

to convert the output to state 'N'. This follows from the fact that state 'N' can be attained simply 

by adding one inverter on the signal to i2, while it would take at least two inverters (one on input 

i2 and one on the ce11 output) to convert the ce11 output to state '1'. Using the same reasoning, the 

output state of cell (b) should therefore be 'i'. For ce11 (c), the output state is 'E', since it would 

require a minimum of two inverters to convert the cell output to state 'N' or state '1'. 

The routine to determine the initial state of a node is shown in Figure 6- 15 and is quite 

straightfonvard. It uses three counters, 1-total, N-total and E-total to determine the overall state 

of the inputs to the cell. Each of the inputs is checked in tm. An input node whose state is 'N' or 

'n' causes the N-total counter to incrernent by one, an input node whose state is '1' or 'i' causes 

the 1-total counter to increment by one. and an input node whose state is 'E' causes the E-counter 

to increment by one. Once al1 the inputs have been checked, the counters are used to determine 

the state of the current node. If al1 the inputs are '1' (N-total=E-total=O), then the state of the cur- 

rent node is N. If al1 the inputs are 'N', (I-total=E-total=O), the state of the current node is '1'. If 

the number of '1' inputs is the same as the number of 'N' inputs, the state of the current node is 

E ' .  If the number of '1' inputs is greater than the number of 'N' inputs, the state of the current 



node is 'n'. Finally, if the number of '1' inputs is less than the number of 'N' inputs, the state of 

the current node is 5'. 

Select first input from inputs(n,g) 

1 N-total= 1-total = E-total= O ]  
1 

Select next input A 7  
Increment N-total 

1 

I 
I 

1 Increment E-total 1 

1 State = 'NI 1 

FIGURE 6-15. Initial state algorithm 

6.3.5.2 Inverter Placement 

Once the initial state of al1 ce11 outputs is determined, a recurvsive state resolution rou- 

tine is used to place inverters as required in the circuit to correct the phase of the output signals. 



Input to this routine is the BDD node representing the cell output, and the desired state of that out- 

put (either 'N' or '1'). Pseudo-code for this routine is shown in Figure 6- 16. Each primary output 

is processed in turn, starting with the critical output. Since a11 of primary outputs are to be non- 

inverted (state 'N'), inverter placement for a given primiuy output node is started by calling the 

resolve routine for that node, with a desired state of 'N'. The resolve routine then inserts the 

required inverters in the BDD rooted by the prirnary output node. Each of the remaining pnmary 

outputs is then processed in the sarne fashion until al1 have an output state of 'N'. 

resolve (output-node, desired-state) 
i 

if (desired-state is '1') 
{ 
case current-state(outputnode) is 'n*: 

recursive call to resolve for al1 input nodes. desired state '1' 
add inverter to output of output-node 
done 

case current-state(output-node) is 'i' or 'E': 
recursive cal1 to resolve for al1 input nodes, desired state 'N' 

case curent-state(outputnode) is 'N': 
add invener to output of output-node 

case current-state(output_node) is '1': 
no action required 
done 

I 
9 

else if (desired-state is 'N') 
{ 

case current-state(output-node) is 'i': 
recursive call to resolve for al1 input nodes, desired state 'N' 
add inverter to output of output-node 

case current-state(outputnode) is 'n' or 'E': 
recursive cal1 to resolve for al1 input nodes, desired state '1' 

case current-state(outputnode) is '1' : 
add inverter to output of output-node 

case current-state(output-node) is 'N': 
no action required 
done 

I 
FIGURE 616.  Pseudo-code for resolve function 
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6.3.6 Standard CMOS Ce11 Insertion 

It has been shown that while complex logic functions c m  be implemented efficiently 

with pass logic multiplexers, simple NAND and NOR functions are more efficiently implemented 

using traditional CMOS techniques w 9 6 ] .  A technique to remap standard two input CMOS 

NAND and NOR gates into a circuit composed of 240-1 pass logic mux cells was described in 

[Chi97]. Candidate mux cells are identified as those with one of their inputs fixed to Vdd or 

ground. A similar approach is implemeoted in BDDMM, but is expanded to include three and 

four input NANDNOR gates as well. 

6.3.6.1 Identification of Candidate Pass Cells 

Figure 6- 17 shows the BDD representation of the 2, 3 and 4 input NAND and NOR 

functions- 

FIGURE 6-17. BDD 

- 
abc 

I l  C 

representation of 

1 1 1  d 

standard CMOS Iibrary cells 

Comparing the standard CMOS ce11 BDDs with the pattern graphs for the pass logic 

mux celis s h o w  in chapter 4, it is apparent that there is a direct correspondence between the stan- 

dard CMOS cells and a subset of the pass logic cells. The 2 input NAND and 2 input NOR match 

the pattern graph for Ce11 1-1, the 3 input NAND matches the pattern graph for Ce112-1, the 3 



input NOR matches the pattern graph for Ce112-2, the 4 input NAND matches the pattern graph 

for Ce114-1 and the 4 input NOR matches the pattern graph for Cell4-3. This correspondence is 

used by BDDMAP to identiQ pass logic cells in a circuit that are candidates for replacement by a 

standard CMOS cell. The possible replacement configurations are show in Figure 6- 18. Figure 

6- 19 and Figure 6-20. 

FIGURE 6-18. Candidate standard CMOS cell replacements for CeIll-1 

FIGURE 6-19. Candidate standard CMOS cell replacements for Ce112-1 and Cell2-2 

f + 
C q-) ;& $)- ii> 
d - - 

FIGURE 6-20. Candidate standard CMOS ce11 replacements for Ce114-1 and Ce114-3 



6.3.6.2 Replacement algorithm 

The overall algorithm for the standard CMOS ce11 replacement routine is s h o w  in 

Figure 6-2 1. The first stage is to extract all possible candidate cells from the pass logic mapping 

generated by BDDMAP. Once the candidate celis are deterrnined, the altemate standard CMOS 

configuration for each is evaluated as a replacement for the p a s  logic configuration. Two factors 

are considered in evaluating the replacement. First, the anival time at the output of the replace- 

ment configuration must be less than or equal to the arriva1 time at the output of the pass ceII it is 

replacing. Second, the cost associated with the standard CMOS configuration must be less than 

that of the pass cell. Cost is calculated using equation (6.1) in the same fashion as during delay 

curve generation. If the standard CMOS configuration meets these two requirements, it replaces 

the pass cell in the circuit. If not, the pass ce11 is left in the circuit and the algorithm proceeds to 

the next candidate cell. 

List of candidate pass logic cells 

Select first ceIl in list e 
Calculate cost of replacement 

Replace pass logic cell 
with CMOS equivalent 

I 

Select next ceil in list 

FiGURE 6-21. Standard CMOS ce11 remapping algorithm 

6.3.7 Generation of VHDL Netlist 

The final stage in the BDDMAP prograrn is the generation of the VHDL ne ;t. The 

algorithm for this is very straightfonvard. Dunng the covering stage of the program, a list of out- 

put nodes in the BDD is generated. An output node is a BDD node whose output corresponds to 
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the output of a mapped library cell. The data structure of each output node contains information 

about the library ce11 mapped to the node, the inputs to the mapped ce11 and the presence of a 

phase correction inverter on the ce11 output. Using this information, the VHDL netlist algorithm 

can generate component instantiation statements for each mapped library ce11 in the design. As an 

example, consider the mapped BDD shown in Figure 6-22. 

FIGURE 6-22. Sample mapped BDD 

In this mapped BDD. nodes N4 and N5 are prùnary inputs and nodes N1 and N2 are output nodes. 

Cell2-2 is mapped to node N1 and Ce11 1-1 is mapped to node N2. Assume that the data structure 

for node N1 indicates that there is a phase correction inverter mapped to the node output. 

Consider primary input node N5. The configuration of its children nodes indicates that 

the primary input is inverted. Therefore. the first component instantiation statement generated for 

the VHDL architecture is: 

C 1: invl PORT W ( e, i5); 

This creates an instance of component invl, with primary input variable e as its input and signal 

i5 as its output. Next consider output node N2. Ce11 1-1 is rnapped to this node and there is no 

phase correction inverter on its output. Therefore, the component instantiation statement gener- 

ated is: 

C2: ce11 1-1 PORT MAP ( d, i5, b, s2); 



This creates an instance of component celll-1, with primary input variable d mapped to its first 

pass input, signal i5 mapped to its second pass input, prirnary input variable b mapped to its con- 

trol input and signal s2 as its output. Finally, consider output node NI. Ce112-2 is mapped to this 

node and there is a phase correction inverter on its output. Therefore, two component instantiation 

statements are generated: 

C3: ceI12-2 PORTMAP( s2, i5, O, a, c, sl); 

C4: invl PORT MAP ( s i ,  il); 

The final VHDL output for this mapping is shown in Figure 6-23. 

ENTITY sarnpte IS 
PORT ( a. b. c, d, e: IN STD-LOGIC; 

N5: OUT STD-LOGIC ); 
END sample; 

ARCHITECTURE structural OF sample IS 

COMPONENT ce11 1-1 PORT ( i 1 ,  i2, c: IN STD-LOGIC; op: OUT STD-LOGIC ): 
COMPONENT celI2-2 PORT (i 1. i2, i3. c 1, c2: iN STû-LOGIC; op: OUT STD-LOGIC ); 
COMPONENT invl PORT (ip : iN STD-LOGIC; op: OUT STD-LOGIC ); 

SIGNAL s 1, s2. i 1. i5; 

BEGIN 

CI: invl PORTMAP (e , i5 ) ;  
C2: ce11 1-1 PORT MAP (d, i5, b, s2); 
C3: celI2-2 PORT MAP ( s2, i5, O. a, c, s 1 ); 
C4: invl PORTMAP ( s l . i l  ); 

END structural; 

FIGURE 6-23. Final VHDL netlist generated for example mapping 



Chapter 7 
Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of the BDDMAP program test runs were con- 

ducted using a subset of the combinational logic synthesis benchmark exarnples from the 199 1 

Microelectronics Center of Noah Carolina International Workshop on Logic Synthesis (hereafier 

referred to as the MCNC9 1 benchmarks) [Yang 11. Test runs were also conducted on the same 

subset of benchmarks using Design Analyzer, a commercial logic synthesis tool from Synopsys 

Inc. Two sets of results were generated using Design Analyzer. The first set was with the same 

ce11 library used by BDDMAP, and the second set was with the HCell library, a library of standard 

CMOS gates provided by CMC. Analog simulations were run on the synthesized circuits to 

extract power dissipation information. The purpose of this was to compare the results from the 

different tools, as well as to evaluate the power calculation mode1 used in the BDDMAP program. 

7.2 MCNC Benchmark Exarnpies 

The subset of eight multi-level examples selected from the MCNC9 1 benchmarks are 

Iisted in Table 7- 1. The selected exarnples represent purely combinational logic benchmarks, or 

combinational logic sections extracted from sequential benchmarks. 

1 alu4 1 ALU 1 14 1 8 1 681 

Narne 

a13 

1 cordic 1 Logic 1 23 1 2 1 102 

Function 

ALU 

b9 

cht 

1 Dedicated 1 ALU 1 75 1 1 1697 

inputs 

10 

Logic 

Logic 

fig 1 1 Logic 1 28 1 3 

Outputs 

6 

41 

47 

105 

Gates 

335 

TABLE 7-1. Subset of MCNC91 combinational benchmarks 

21 

36 

125 

229 



The benchmarks were provided in Berkeley Logic interchange Format (BLIF). SIS. 

the UC Berkeley logic synthesis tool, was used to read in the benchmarks and convert them to 

Stanford Logic Interchange Format (SLIF) which more closely resembled the input format used 

by BDDMAP. An AWK script was then used to convert from SLIF format to the SOP format used 

by BDDMAP and to the EQN format used by Synopsys. 

7.3 Synthesis Procedure 

The initialization of the BDDMAP program allows the user to enter the maximum 

allowable delay through the synthesized design, as well as the power and area weight values used 

in the cost fùnction. For cornparison purposes, two separate runs were done with BDDMAP for a 

eiven time constraint. In one nui, the power weight was set to zero and the area weight was set to - 
one. while in the other run the power weight was set to one and the area weight was set to zero. 

When using Design Analyzer, the same delay constraint was used. However, since a power opti- 

mization option was not available, the designs were synthesized using area optimization mode. 

7.4 Analog Power Simulation 

Power dissipation information was extracted for al1 synthesized circuits using the 

SPECTRE analog simulation engine under Cadence Version 9504. The test bench circuit is shown 

in Figure 7- 1. Pseudo-random signals m i n g  at 20MHz with 0 3 s  rise/fall times (V 1. V2 and 

Vn) were applied to the inputs of the circuit under test (CUT) . Two separate supply voltage 

sources were used in the circuit. Vdd(CUT) was the supply for the circuit under test and Vdd(L) 

was the supply for the load. The load for each output was one phase correction inverter, inv 1. Cur- 

rent drawn fiom Vdd(CUT) was recorded for simulation nins of 1 OOps for each synthesized 

design, which is equivalent to 2000 possible signal transitions on each input. Average DC current 

for the simulation run was calculated by applying a discrete Fourier transfomi (DFT) to the result- 

ing current waveforms and calculating the value of the DFT at OHz. Multiplying this average cur- 

rent by the supply voltage (3.3V) gave the average power dissipated during the test run. To ensure 



consistent results, the same random input patterns were used for both BDDMAP circuits and 

Design Analyzer circuits. 

- - 

FIGURE 7-1. Power dissipation measurement circuit for synthesized designs 



7.5 Synthesis Results 

7.5.1 BDDMAP Results 

Table 7- 1 shows the results of the test runs using BDDMAP on the benchmarks. Two 

separate synthesis runs were done for each benchmark. In the first nui, indicated by optimization 

mode P, BDDMAP was set to optimize the mapping for minimum power dissipation within the 

delay constraint provided by the user. Power optimization mode was selected by setting the area 

weight value in the cost function to zero, and the power weight value to one. in the second m. 

indicated by optimization mode A, BDDMAP was set to optimize the mapping for minimum area 

within the delay constraint provided by the user. Area optixnization mode was selected by setting 

the power weight value in the cost function to zero, and the area weight value to one. In the results 

section of the table, area, delay and estirnated power are the values calculated for the synthesized 

design by BDDMAP using the models described in chapter 4. Measured power is the power dissi- 

pation detemined through analog simulation of the synthesized circuit. 

II Synthesis Parameters 1 Results 1 
1 Delay 1 

iMCNC91 
Benchmark 

alu2 

Resul ts 7-4 

cordic 

count 

dalu 

fig 1 

Optimization 
Mode 

P 

TABLE 7-2. Synthesis Results for BDDMAP 
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Inspection of the results shows that BDDMAP perfomed as expected on the eight 

benchmarks. Al1 of the synthesized circuits had a maximum delay value within the user-specified 

delay constraint. As well, power-optimized circuits had lower power dissipation values than area- 

optimized circuits, at the expense of increased area. Conversely, area-optimized circuits had lower 

area values than power-optimized circuits, at the expense of increased power dissipation. This 

indicates that the mapping optimization routines functioned as intended. 

7.5.1.1 Accuracy of Power Estimation 

Table 7- 1 shows that the average power dissipation value predicted by the BDDMAP 

program for a given synthesized circuit was consistently significantly lower than the average 

power dissipation determined through simulation for the same circuit. This was to be expected for 

the fol lowing reasons: 

a. the power estimation model makes the sinpliQing assurnption that al1 gate delays 
are zero. As a result, power consurnption due to glitching caused by uneven propa- 
gation paths through the circuit are not considered in the estimation model; and, 

b. the power estimation model is based on gate inputs with 0.5ns nse and fa11 times. 
This will not always be the case for al1 gates in a given circuit. For example, the 
output signal fiom a heavily loaded gate will likely have longer nse and fa11 times 
than 0.5ns. resulting in greater short circuit power dissipation for any gate that the 
signal feeds into. This effect is not included in the BDDMAP power estimation 
model. 

Although the absolute value of the power estimation was significantly off, the 

BDDMAP model was able to predict relative power dissipation of two circuits generated for a 

given benchmark with reasonable accuracy. This is borne out in the results, where al1 area-mode 

circuits have both a higher estirnated and measured power dissipation value, compared to power- 

mode circuits. This is important to the BDDMAP program in that when optimizing for power, the 

circuit generated will dissipate less power than a circuit not optimized for power, even though the 

absolute values for predicted power are inaccurate. 

7.5.2 BDDMAP Library Ce11 Usage 

Table 7-2 shows statistics on usage of library cells in the BDDMAP synthesized cir- 

cuits described in the previous section. In the table, 2-x indicates Ce112-1 and Ce112-2.4-x indi- 



cates Ce114-1, Ce114-2, Ce114-3 and Ce114-4, ndS/nr2 indicates the nand2-h and nor3-h cells, etc. 

The total column indicates the total number of library cells in the circuit. not including the phase 

correction inverten. The percentage numbers in the library cell columns are calculated with refer- 

ence to the nurnber of cells listed in the total column for a given circuit. 
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Examination of the information in Table 7-2 provides some interesting insights into 

the functioning of the BDDMAP program: 

a. the phase correction inverter insertion algorithm provided significantly better 
results than the trivial solution to the signal phase correction problern discussed in 
chapter 4. Recail that the trivial solution is to place an additional inverter on the 
output of al1 gates in a circuit. On average, the BDDMAP algorithm used less than 
half the inverters required by the trivial solution in the synthesized benchmarks; 

b. there is fairly insignificant use of cells 5-x, 6-x and 7-1 in the majority of the cir- 
cuits. In fact, the dalu was the only benchmark to use a significant number of these 
cells. One possible reason for this was that the other benchrnarks were significantly 
smaller than dalu, with fewer levels in their BDDs. 

7.5.3 Design Analyzer Results 

Synthesis runs were also cornpleted on the same subset of MCNC9 1 benchrnarks 

using the Synopsys Design Analyzer. The results are listed in Table 7-3. In order to provide a 

cornparison with the BDDMAP results, the sarne delay constraint was used for each benchmark 

as was used for the BDDMAP synthesis. Since a power optimization mode was not available, ail 

synthesis runs under Design Analyzer were set to minirnize area within the specified delay con- 

straint. Two different ce11 libraries were used for each benchmark. The fint, indicated by Pass. is 

the same ce11 library used by the BDDMAP program. The second, indicated by HCell. is a stan- 

dard CMOS ce11 library provided by the CMC as part of the CMOSISS V 1 .O Design Kit 

[CMC97]. The area and delay values listed in the table are those reported by Design Analyzer for 

the synthesized circuits. Since BDDMAP uses the sarne area and delay calculation models, direct 

cornparison of the results for the ~ r o  synthesis systems is possible. The measured power was 

determined by analog simulation, in the same fashion as was done for the BDDMAP circuits. 



Design Analyzer was not able to meet the delay constraint for three of the eight bench- 

iMCNC9 1 
Benchmark 

alu2 

- - -  - 

ah4 

b9 

cht 

cordic 

count 

dalu 

fig 1 

marks, while BDDMAP met the constraint in al1 cases. This is possibly because those three 

benchmarks are particularly suited to a mux-based implementation. Design Analyzer is intended 

mainly for use with standard CMOS cells and was not able to take advantage of the more complex 

Synthesis Conditions 

pass logic mux cells. No circuit synthesized by Design Analyzer used a pass logic cell more com- 
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The circuits synthesized using the standard CMOS HCell library were generally faster 
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than those synthesized using the pass logic library, but were larger and consumed more power. 

The two benchmarks that were slower with the HCells, ah2 and alu4, used a number of 240- 1 
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TABLE 7-4. Synthesis Resut ts Using the Synopsys Design Analyzer 
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7.5.4 Comparison of BDDMAP and Design Analyzer Results 

Table 7-4 shows a cornparison of area-delay products for the synthesized circuits. The 

values reported for BDDMAP and Design Anaiyzer are for circuits synthesized in the area opti- 

mization mode. The percentage values reported with the Design Analyzer results are percentage 

increase or decrease of area-delay product relative to the BDDMAP result for the sarne circuit. 

Based on this performance metric, BDDMAP generated better circuits for five of the eight bench- 

mark circuits. Two possible reasons are offered for this. First, no attempt was made to optimize 

the SOP equations used by BDDMAP as input. Design Analyzer, however, inciudes Boolean 

logic optimization and reduction routines as part of its synthesis process, which would likely 

result in more efficient designs. The second reason is that there is currently no muiti-level logic 

capability in BDDMAP, as there is in Design Analyzer. In a multi-level implementation. the con- 

trol inputs on the pass cells could be controlled by the outputs of other library cells in the circuit, 

rather than just by primary inputs as is currently the case. In this fashion, the critical path through 

the circuit could be made shorter, thereby reducing the worst-case arriva1 time at the output of the 

circuit and reducing the area-delay product. 

MCNC91 
Benchmark 

aIu2 

alu4 

b9 

cht 

cordic 

count 

Table 7-5 shows a comparison of power-delay products for the same set of circuits 

compared above. Although BDDMAP also generated power-optimized circuits with lower power 

dissipation than the results reported below, the area-optimized circuits were selected for compan- 

son because power-optimized circuits were not available from Design Analyzer. The percentage 

dalu 

fig 1 
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BDDMAP 
Area Mode 

(unit areas-ns) 
1415.71 

5535.27 

1 125.04 

166. 19 

744.99 

82 1-49 

TABLE 7-5. Area-deIay product comparison 

9223.82 

1022.33 

Design Analyzer 

Pass Library 
(unit areas - ns) 

40 1 1 -04 (+ 1 83%) 

90 15.08 (+63%) 

503.7 (-55%) 

549.36 (+23 1%) 

409.79 (45%) 

959.46 (+17%) 
- 

8353.73 (-9%) 

1058.35 (+4%) 

HCeU Library 
(unit areas - ns) 

5008.5 (+254%) 

10998.9 (+98%) 

559.65 (-50%) 

899.33 (+44 1 %) 

342.09 (-54%) 

1633.39 (+99%) 

9252.16 (+0.3%) 

1022.58 (+O%) 



values reported with the Design Analyzer results are percentage increase or decrease of power- 

delay product relative to the BDDMAP result for the sarne circuit. Based on this performance 

metric, BDDMAP generated better circuits than Design Analyzer for al1 but two of the bench- 

marks. In both benchmarks for which Design Analyzer had a lower power-delay product, b9 and 

cordic, the power dissipation values for the BDDMAP circuit were equivalent to or lower than the 

values for the Design Analyzer circuit. However, the delay values for both BDDMAP circuits was 

considerably larger thm the delay values for the Design Analyzer circuits, resulting in the larger 

power-delay product. As was stated in the area-delay product cornparison, this situation could be 

improved with the implementation of a multi-level logic capability in BDDMAP. Another possi- 

ble expianation for poor BDDMAP performance on the b9 and cordic benchmarks is that the logic 

represented by these benchmarks does not have an efficient BDD representation. An efficient 

BDD representation is one where the number of nodes in the BDD hcreases linearly with the 

number of primary inputs. It is known that there are some fùnctions that have BDD sizes that 

mow exponentially with the number of primary inputs, regardless of the variable ordering 
CL 

[Bry86]. If b9 and cordic are in that category, it would not be possible for the curent version of 

BDDMAP to synthesize an efficient circuit. 

1 MCNC91 II Area Mode 1 P a s  Library 1 HCell Library 1 
11 BDDMAP 

- 

Design Anaiyzer 
I 

TABLE 74. Power-delay product cornparison 

cht 

cordic 

7.5.5 Summary 

Although BDDMAP is in the early stages of development, there are some situations in 

which it would be useful as a synthesis tool. It is not capable of automatically partitioning large 
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1 103.66 (+436%) 
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designs into srnaller sub-designs, and will therefore provide better results for systems with a 

lower number of primary inputs. Examples of this are the a 1 3  and a h 4  benchmarks, for which 

very good results were generated. An exception to this is the dalu benchmark, which has 75 

inputs. This may be because ALU-type logic also seems well suited to the BDDMAP approach. 

Al1 three of the ALU benchmarks generated good results. hteger multiplication, however, will 

likely not provide good results. The size of the BDD for an integer multiplier has been shown to 

grow exponentially with the number of input variables, regardless of the variable ordering 

[Bry86]. As discussed in chapter 3, BDD size generally increases linearly with the number of 

input variables, given a good variable ordering. An exponentially sized BDD wouid therefore 

result in a relatively huge synthesized circuit and poor performance metrics for the design. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

8.1 Conclusion 

This thesis has presented the basis for the development of the BDDMAP logic synthe- 

sis tool. BDDMAP is designed to accept as input a set of SOP form Boolean equations describing 

a combinational logic system. BDDMAP output consists of a VHDL netlist describing a circuit 

optimized for area, power or a combination of both, within user specified delay constraints. 

BDDMAP uses a ce11 library consisting of thirteen p a s  logic rnultiplexer cells, one standard 

CMOS inverter and six standard CMOS logic gates. Synthesized designs obtained using 

BDDMAP on a subset of MCNC9 1 logic synthesis benchmarks generally had better area-delay 

and power-delay products compared with synthesized designs for the same benchmarks generated 

with Design Analyzer, a commercial logic synthesis tool fkom Synopsys. BDDMAP is still very 

much in the developmental stage, and there are a nurnber of methods in which the quality of its 

synthesized designs could be improved. Recornmendations for hhue  development will be dis- 

cussed in the following section. 

8.2 Future Development 

8.2.1 Multi-level Logic 

BDDMAP currently implements a single level of logic in synthesized desips. With a 

single level of logic, a11 of the pass logic control inputs are driven by prirnary inputs signais. In a 

multi-level implementation, control inputs may also be driven by the output of other gates. 

[Chi951 suggested using an extension of the BDD, referred to as a multi-level BDD, to implement 

this capability. Tests run on 27 randornly selected circuits showed an average irnprovement of 

23% in power dissipation, 15% in area and 12% in delay for multi-level pass logic circuits as 

compared to single level pass logic. 
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8.2.2 Fanout Considerations 

BDDMAP does not consider fanout when assigning a Iibrary ce11 to a given BDD 

node. Sorne capability should be added whereby high fanout nodes c m  be identified and dealt 

with appropnately. For example, additional buflers could be added on the output of high fanout 

gates to provide additional dnving capability. 

8.2.3 Standard CMOS Ceil Mapping 

BDDMAP does the standard CMOS ce11 insertion into a design after al1 the pass logic 

cells are mapped. This may lirnit the nurnber of standard CMOS cells that can be inserted into a 

given design. It should be investigated whether including the standard CMOS cells in the initial 

matching and covering of the BDD produces better designs than just replacing mapped pass logic 

cells. 

8.2.4 Design Verification 

There is currently no design verification capability built into the BDDMAP program. 

Proper functionality of any design must be verified by the designer using simulation. One possible 

option for built-in design venfication would be to use the final VHDL netlist to generate a series 

of SOP equations representing the circuit. A second BDD could then be constructed using the 

same variable ordering as for the initial BDD. Since a BDD is a canonical form, if the hvo BDDs 

are identical, then the circuit would be an accurate representation of the initial logic equations. 

8.2.5 Variable Ordering 

As discussed in chapter 3, BDD size is very dependent on the ordering of the input 

variables. Since the quality of designs synthesized by BDDMAP corresponds directly to the size 

of the BDD representation, m e r  research into variable ordering algorithms would be worth- 

while. One suggestion would be to use an initial variable ordering based on the number of times 

each input variable appears in the SOP equations for the system. 
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8.2.6 Reduction in Data Structure Size 

The curent data structure used by the BDDMAP program is unnecessarily large. Sin- 

gle precision floating point could be used instead of double precision, many indicator fiags could 

be represented by a single bit instead of an unsigned character or integer variable, etc. This would 

reduce the mernory usage of the program signifkantly, which would be important if large designs 

are to be synthesized. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
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